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Our Brighton Hippodrome is a not-for-profit community association,designed to become a charity in due course, when the opportunity to take onthe Hippodrome becomes available. It is actively seeking funding for therestoration of the site as a joint commercial/community live performancevenue. 
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The Hippodrome is a Grade II* listed theatre (2.1.3). It is almostuniversally agreed that restoration as a theatre would be the
preferred option if at all possible (2.4.2). The absence of a practicalscheme for theatre restoration is what this report seeks to remedy.The Hippodrome is one of only two arts buildings identified by name inthe Brighton & Hove City Council (BHCC) City Plan as important to be‘protected for their existing use or potential for such use’ (2.4.5).

The Hippodrome’s status, the council’s position and recent activityBHCC stated it wanted to be certain ‘beyond reasonable doubt that allpossible alternative uses that may better preserve the building areindeed unviable’ (2.4.6). As The Theatres Trust noted, proper marketingwould have allowed an alternative scheme to come forward (2.4.4).BHCC said that return to theatre use is dismissed as the city andsurrounding towns have enough theatre venues, contradicting the CityPlan, denying the uniqueness of the Hippodrome and condemning the
Hippodrome to death as superfluous to requirements. BHCC wasprejudiced against theatre restoration from the start (2.4.7-9).BHCC asked the District Valuer Service (DVS) to appraise the viability oftheatre and casino use but not the developer’s cinema/restaurant
plan, which has therefore not been subject to independent scrutiny.Evidence from Our Brighton Hippodrome (OBH) about the many errors,inconsistencies and misrepresentations in the developer’s viabilityreport by J Ashworth Associates (JAA) was withheld from the DVS andfrom elected members of the planning committee (2.4.13-14). Theoutcome of the DVS report was therefore a foregone conclusion thattheatre restoration was not viable (2.4.12).BHCC and English Heritage decided that the cinema/restauarantproposal would amount to ‘less than substantial harm’ to the listedheritage asset, even though the planning officer acknowledged that as
much as 60 per cent of the ‘most significant parts of the building’ wouldbe lost. This has been used as justification for recommending approval ofthe planning application (2.5). So what percentage is substantial loss?BHCC did not issue a Section 215 notice for repairs because of continuingexpections that the leaseholder would soon begin restoration (2.6.4).
Deterioration was thus allowed to continue, either through neglect orprocrastination.The Secretary of State’s decision to reject the ‘wholly unacceptable’development scheme for London’s Smithfield Market on 7 July 2014 is arelevant precedent as it established that when the deteriorating state ofthe building is, at least in part, the result of a history of deliberateneglect, ‘less weight should be given to the condition of the buildings andthe consequent benefit of thie repair, ... it is important that they arerepaired and put into a beneficial use that is consistent with theirconservation as heritage assets’ and ‘the threat of vacancy does notweigh heavily in favour of the proposal’ (2.6.6-7).

Key arguments areidentified thus: 
‡

‡

‡

‡
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Theatre v cinemaThe clear gap in the city’s entertainment infrastructure is a lyric theatreof 1,500+ seats. The Hippodrome would fill that gap (4.1). It would be ofabove average seating capacity among comparable theatres (Table 4.3),with a stage of typical size (Table 4.5).The catchment area for cinema would be local to the city; the catchmentarea for theatre would be much of the south-east region (3.1; 4.1.9).A theatre could have a significant impact on the city’s tourism offer(3.3), making a notable contribution to the agglomeration effect thatwould boost the city’s image as a cultural and entertainment centre (3.4).Brighton has four cinemas with 19 screens (Table 4.6). One of thesecinemas with eight screens is in the next street to the Hippodrome.The cinema proposal does not meet any of the conditions in the NationalPlanning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 133 as it would have an
adverse effect on the architectural and historical character or
appearance of the interior of the building (5.1.4-5).There is no possibility of the building reverted to theatre use if thecinema scheme were to be implemented (5.1.7-5.1.12)Restoration as a theatre would have minimal impact on the heritageasset (5.2.1), while possibly offering the greatest range of alternativeconfigurations of any major theatre in the country  (5.2.2, Chart 5.1).Although given prominence in the application and all its promotion, the
cinema is in fact the minority element in the project. The restaurantsand other retail/office units would occupy 30,000 sq.ft, cinema only20,000 sq.ft. The former are expected to return more than 2.5 times asmuch per year in rentals. Retailing must be seen as the developer’s prin -cipal interest in the site (5.1.13). This should amount to change of use.

The market: audiences

Attendance at theatres is rising and young people are now the mostlikely age group to go to the theatre (6.1). Theatregoers spend twice asmuch as the ticket price on associated goods and services (6.2.6) and,notably for a tourist city, 43 per cent of them spend £42 a head onaccommodation (6.2.5).
The cinema market shows signs of beginning to decline after aperiod of stability—down 8.4 per cent in the first half of 2014, after a 4.0per cent drop in 2013, the biggest fall in at least a decade (6.4). Cinemagross box office revenue fell in 2013 for only the fifth time since the1970s and is down more heavily in the current year.The audience age profile has shifted dramatically away from the erst -while core 15-24 age group, which has now been overtaken by over-45sas the largest age group (Chart 6.3) according to one methodology.The number of new multiplex screens grew more than four times fasterthan audiences in 2007-2012 and there are fears of over-screening(6.3.5). However, the number of screens in new smaller (‘boutique’)cinemas exceeded those in multiplexes for the first time ever in 2012,indicating a trend away from multiplexes (6.3.3-4).
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The bulk of cinema revenue depends on a small number of films: the top20 consistently account for 50 per cent of revenue (6.5.3). A ‘good’ boxoffice year can depend on as few as two or three major hits (6.5.4).Cinema ceased to be the principal source of revenue for films as long agoas 2001. Even retail video sales reached their peak in 2004 and videorental now accounts for only half as many transactions as cinema boxoffice (6.6.2). The average price of films on DVD fell by 12 per cent between 2004 and2013, while the average cinema ticket price rose by 45.6 per cent (6.6.4)The constant evolution of patterns in film consumption make it difficultto predict the longer-term future of cinema. The release ‘windows’ thatprotected cinemas have eroded almost to non-existence and maydisappear altogether, leaving cinemas even more explosed to competitionfrom non-theatrical distribution (6.5.5-6).Addition of another cinema in the centre of Brighton is unlikely to changethe frequency of cinemagoing and thereby increase the number ofadmissions. It would cannibalise the existing market, potentially puttingexisting cinemas at risk, while perhaps not even winning a large enoughshare of the market to survive (6.7.1).
Potential revenueBased on industry norms and rules-of-thumb, we estimate that theHippodrome as a theatre would yield 56 per cent more revenue thancinema (7.8). This is based on industry-norm calculations but is morereliable than the figures given by the District Valuer, based onunsubstantiated assumptions (Appendix E).A theatre would require a larger staff than a cinema, incurring highercosts, but creating many more employment opportunities for skilled

professional staff. Substantial marketing costs would also be incurred(7.10-7.11).An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was deemed by BHCC to beunnecessary as the area of the site fell short of the 0.5 hectare threshold.The shortfall was only 36m2. An EIA should be carried out (7.17).
Capital costs of theatre restoration and funding strategiesAccording to the JAA report, cinema conversion costs would be £13.4m,which probably excludes the £4.5m cost of the cinema fit-out, or £21.4m(8.1). It is not possible to assess these costs.Because the District Valuer was asked to consider only theatre viability,

there has been no independent assessment of the viability of the
cinema proposal (8.2). OBH would restore the building for live perfor mance, acting as a not-for-profit charitable community body. At an app ro priate point an alliancewill be formed with a commercial partner (8.3).Preliminary costs for restoring a 1,550-seat theatre would be £15.6m,excluding site acquisition (8.4). This compares with the JAA estimate of£21m for a 1,500-seat theatre, using an unreliable method of costing perseat (8.6).
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The costs of restoring as a theatre must clearly be lower than thecomparable cost of cinema conversion as there is less intervention (8.7).Funding for the theatre project would be raised from a variety of sources(‘portfolio’ funding) (8.9). The JAA report said funding would be unlikelyin today’s economic climate as no individual source could finance theHippodrome project (8.8). Among potential sources are the Heritage Lottery Fund’s HeritageEnterprise Fund, a number of (identified) charitable foundations andtrusts, community funding, the Public Works Loan Board and theEuropean Union (8.9-8.15).
Energy and financial conservationThe energy that would be expended in converting the Hippodrome to acinema, only to return it to theatre use at a later date would beunsustainably wasteful of energy in conservation-conscious times andfinancially profligate in a period of austerity (9.4).
Public support for live performanceIf the developer has funds available for the works, it makes more sense toconsider theatre restoration rather than cinema conversion, as theformer is less costly, can be achieved in less time and, most importantly,involves minimal intervention in a listed heritage asset of national andinternational importance (9.2.2).Despite BHCC’s stance, restoration as a theatre has vastly more publicsupport than the cinema proposal (9.3). This matters in a city where thecommunity is proud of its heritage and traditions.The Hippodrome has a fascinating and remarkable 110-year history as apremier venue for live performance and as a social gathering place forbingo, prior to its recent closure (Appendix A). Nonetheless, BHCCrejected OBH’s nomination of the Hippodrome as an asset of communityvalue (ACV) on the grounds that, although it fulfilled all other necessarycriteria for listing, it had not served the community’s wellbeing andinterest ‘in recent times’, a term the Localism Act does not define (9.5).Very few Matcham theatres have survived, so the Brighton Hippodromeis a particularly important and valuable national asset (Appendix B).
Errors, false information and baseless statementsThe JAA viability report makes many errors, false assumptions,misleading statements and unsubstantiated claims. OBH’s commentaryon the report (Appendix D) was withheld by BHCC on the grounds thatOBH is a community group and not a professional body (Appendix C). In the resulting absence of more reliable information, the District Valueraccepted the errors, false assumptions, misleading statements andunsubstantiated claims of the JAA report, but drew irrelevantcomparisons and added further unsubstantiated calculations to showthat theatre would make a loss of £250,000 a year. Using his flawedmodel but substituting only more accurate and reliable figures forestimated admissions and ticket prices results in an annual profit of

£2.5m (Appendix E). The District Valuer’s report should be dismissed.
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1.1  This report is in part a response to the planning applicationsBH2013/04348 and BH2013/04351 submitted by Indigo on behalf of KuigProperty Investments for conversion of the Hippodrome in Middle Street,Brighton into an eight-screen cinema and four restaurant spaces. It comparestwo options for re-use of the Hippodrome: live performance and cinema.These, plus a third option as a casino, are identified as possibilities in the
Report on the Viability of Alternative Uses prepared by J Ashworth Associates(JAA) and submitted at the request of Brighton & Hove City Council (BHCC) asa late addition to the planning applications. We agree that casino use isimprobable and do not give it any consideration. 
1.2  We have also taken into consideration the report prepared by the caseofficer for the BHCC planning committee meeting on 16 July 2014, and thereport by the District Valuer Service (DVS), prepared at the request of BHCC.We have also had the benefit of access to the conservation report on theHippodrome, written by John Earl in 2007.
1.3 We refer to the cinema proposal as a conversion, as the building iscurrently a theatre and would cease to be such. A multi-screen cinema andfour restaurants (or food court) constitutes a change of use. Restorationimplies retaining its current form and function. The OBH proposal is arestoration.
1.4 The aim of Our Brighton Hippodrome (OBH) is to see the Hippodromerestored as a lyric receiving theatre, one of only two in the south-east region,exploiting its unique flexibility as a performance space. Detractors havecharacterised OBH as being yet another local community group opposed toredevelopment plans, simply objecting to the cinema proposal. Not so. Webelieve passionately that the Hippodrome should be restored for liveperformance and aim in this report to prove that this is an entirely viableproposition. The nature of theatre has changed radically in recent years and isonce again thriving but with different dynamics than in previous generations.
1.5 OBH has been asked why it did not come forward sooner. Until the autumnof 2013 we believed Academy Music Group/LiveNation was still takingforward its live music venue proposal. It has even been asked where we werein 1965 when the theatre closed. Well, some of us were at school, some noteven born. 
1.6 All forms of public entertainment are subject to changes in public tasteover time. Both cinemas and live performance venues depend on and can onlybe as successful as the productions they offer to the paying public. A degree ofuncertainty caused by this variability is therefore always likely in anyassessment of this kind and this should be borne in mind, as it should (evenmore so) in the case of the JAA and DVS reports.
1.7 We believe that the sources used and the industry knowledge applied inthe analysis is more reliable than that presented in either the JAA report or theDistrict Valuer Service (DVS) report, which failed to interrogate the cinemaproposal, while introducing spurious evidence that a theatre option is notviable. This report demonstrates otherwise.
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Left: the facade c2001 in the days
of Mecca Bingo. Photo: Theatres
Trust 

Below left: details of the ornate
interior decoration. Photos:
Theatres Trust

Far right: Lewis Karslake’s front
elevation for the ice rink in
1897—already essentially the
design of today’s Hippodrome

Below right: Frank Matcham’s
1902 interior, showing the
proscenium, the stage and its
apron, with seating in the original
circus arena. This would be the
default configuration for
restoration

2  BrightonHippodrome
2.1  Historical context

2.1.1 The Hippodrome wasdesigned in 1897 as an ice rink byLewis Karlsake but when thatbusiness failed in 1899 the interiorwas remodelled by Frank Matchamas a circus in 1901 and again by himthe following year as a music hall forthe new proprietor, Tom Barrasford.It is this latter design that has largelysurvived and for the architecturaland historic significance of whichthe building was listed.
2.1.2 The theatre closed early in 1965 but by the end of the year hadreopened as a Mecca Bingo hall, which survived until August 2006.
2.1.3 The interior is a particularly fine example of Matcham’s work, It was inrecognition of this that the Hippodrome theatre and adjoining HippodromeHouse were Grade II* listed by English Heritage in December 1985. 
2.1.4 The city has 94 Grade I and Grade II* designations, amounting to over400 individual properties. (Some designations are for complete groups, suchas the major squares and crescents.) The Hippodrome is one of the six per centmost important buildings nationally.

 A timeline of theHippodrome’s history isincluded at Appendix A.
 A list of survivingMatcham theatres isincluded at Appendix B.
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2.2  Brighton’s lost theatres

2.2.1 Brighton has lost three important theatres since 1960, although all hadceased to be in theatre use prior to their loss. All met with inglorious ends. Apoor track record for a tourist town!
 In 1888 Frank Matcham designed the Alhambra Opera House and Music Hallon King’s Road. This later became the Palladium Cinema, which closed in 1956and was demolished in 1963 to be replaced 11 years later by the BrightonCentre.

 Matcham designed the Grand Theatre (also known as the Eden) in NorthRoad in 1894. This too became a full-time cinema between 1931 and 1941,then reverted to twice-nightly variety until 1955.After a period as a furniture factory it was destroyed by fire in 1961 andreplaced by Gresham House, since renamed Tower Point.
 The Imperial Theatre, designed by Samuel Beverley of Verity & Beverley,opened in North Street in 1940, a difficult time for a new theatrical venturewith the Battle of Britain raging overhead. After alternating between liveshows and films, it became theEssoldo Cinema in 1950.It closed in 1965 and became a TopRank bingo hall. In 1994 negotiationswith a London-based theatre companywere under way to recover it as areceiving theatre. These terminatedwhen the Rank Organisation withdrewand converted it into a youth-orientedentertainment complex and bowlingalley called Hot Shots in 1997. It wasdemolished in 2001 and replaced byretail units and apartments.Despite being the freeholder of boththe theatre and the land at the rear,the then Brighton Corporation took noapparent action to secure its return totheatre use, even though an earliercommissioned report by the councilhad identified it as an excellentprospect as a lyric theatre.

Above: Frank Matcham’s
Alhambra Opera House and Music
Hall

Above right: the Grand Theatre,
another Matcham design

Right: The Imperial Theatre, an
architectural design that was
exactly in keeping with the inter-
war feel of much of the north side
of North Street 
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2.3  The Hippodrome’s location

2.3.1 The Hippodrome is one of the two most important buildings in MiddleStreet, both Grade II* listed, the other being Thomas Lainson’s Middle StreetSynagogue. The street, in the middle of the Old Town conservation area ofBrighton, has mixed residential and commercial use, including several barsand restaurants. Several other buildings in the street are Grade II listed:numbers 19 (Regent Cottage), 20, 60 and 74-76. 
2.3.2 The street already has other associations with the arts: the BrightonMedia Centre is opposite the synagogue and no 20, across the road from theHippodrome, bears a plaque, based on a design by Eric Gill, commemorating,albeit inaccurately, the building’s association with cinema pioneer WilliamFriese Greene. (He never lived there, did not carry out his pioneeringexperiments into cinematography that led to his 1889 patent there and wasbriefly accommodated or employed by others there for only a few months in1905 on research into colour photography and cinematography. But never letthe facts get in the way of a good story!)
2.3.3 However, by town-centre standards, Middle Street is less frequented,compared with the parallel Ship Street and West Street. Restoration of theHippodrome has long been recognised by the council as a key to theregeneration of the street. Nonetheless, there are five restaurants, three pubsand a bar in the street.



Below: The Hippodrome sits at
the centre of the Old Town
conservation area and has always
been close to other places of
entertainment. This 1930s map
shows Sherry’s Dance Hall and
the Academy Picture Theatre
towards the top of West Street.
The Odeon was soon to be built
opposite Sherry’s.
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2.4  The Hippodrome’s status and recent activity

2.4.1 The importance of the Hippodrome to the city is widely recognised, notleast by the Brighton and Hove City Council (BHCC). However, the council’sposition is, to say the least, equivocal and puzzling.
2.4.2 There has been virtually unanimous agreement that, if at all possible,the Hippodrome should be restored for live performance. Only in the light ofthe planning application for conversion to a cinema and restaurants has thisposition been questioned, usually regretfully, but effectively undermined toconform to the developer’s claim that cinema conversion is the only availableoption and ‘final chance’ to save the building, eg:‘We would support the campaign to restore the Hippodrome to a fullproscenium theatre if we believed that it was a viable option, but we fearthat it is not.’1
2.4.3 The previous presumption in favour of live performance has beenswamped by the ‘last chance’ claims, which have effectively blockedconsideration of other potentially viable options, not least within BHCC. 
2.4.4 As The Theatres Trust has noted, ‘had the site been properly marketed,an alternative scheme that conserved the auditorium volume and service yardwould have come forward, as is now happening’.2 Much or all of the regretfulsupport for the cinema/restaurant planning application would almostcertainly have evaporated. 
2.4.5 What must be taken as the core BHCC policy is stated in the Brighton &Hove City Council Local Development Framework Submission City Plan3 (atthe time of writing this was pending for reasons unrelated to cultural policy).‘It is important that the city’s existing cultural infrastructure (arts,performance and creation space) is protected and enhanced and that newproposals complement and contribute to the city’s unique tourism offer.Examples include the Old Market in Hove and the Hippodrome in Brighton.To maintain the potential for a wide variety of arts and cultural uses

existing venues (including stand-alone venues, those that are part of otherfacilities, or are contained within educational or community buildings) will
be protected for their existing use or potential for such use. Proposalsfor change of use would need supporting documentation to demonstrateavailability of adequate provision, equally as accessible by the community,elsewhere in the city.’

2.4.6 To a limited extent BHCC has been conscious of its responsibility underthe National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 133. Therequirement to exhaust all possibilities of minimising harm to the building hasbeen stressed in pre-application advice to the developer of the cinema/restaurant proposal:4‘Given the historical importance of the Hippodrome and the degree ofinternal harm required to facilitate a conversion to a cinema use, the LPA[Local Planning Authority] has a duty of care to ensure beyond all doubtthat all possible alternative uses that would better preserve and restore thelisted buildings are indeed unworkable.’and‘In the case of the Hippodrome, the LPA would wish to be fully convinced
beyond all reasonable doubt that all reasonable alternative uses that maybetter preserve the building are indeed unviable.  . . . At this stage we would

1 Regency Society letter toBHCC, 9 December 20132 The Theatres Trust:‘Brighton Hippodrome: 10substantial objections to theapplication’3 Submission City Plan PartOne: CP5 Culture andTourism, para 4.54. 
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request that you present a viability case as to why the Hippodrome cannotbe restored as a theatre for the District Valuer to independently assessalongside your cinema viability case.’ (The cinema case was not assessed.)
2.4.7 Despite this, the pre-application advice4 makes this startling statement(see also 4.1.3 below):‘A return to a theatre use would be the default preferred option howeverthis is dismissed on the basis that Brighton & Hove and surrounding townsare already well-stocked in terms of theatre venues and there is no evidencethat there is sufficient demand for a further theatre in the city.’
2.4.8 This is a shocking statement for four reasons:
a. it runs entirely counter to a previously declared top-level council policy (theCity Plan);
b. it implies the council's pre-determined opposition to even the possibility ofrestoration of the Hippodrome as a theatre;
c. it denies the uniqueness of the Hippodrome, which fills a specific gap in thecity’s infrastructure—and, of course, all theatres are different, fulfillingdifferent needs and serving different markets; and
d. it condemns a unique Grade II* listed theatre of immense local, nationaland international significance as superfluous to requirements.
2.4.9 The statement completely negates the BHCC acceptance of itsresponsibility quoted in 2.4.6. It presumes the impossibility of the ‘reasonabledoubt’ that had been required. The viability of a theatre option is not even anissue. It leads the applicant to believe that the council would be minded toreject any application based on live performance, whatever form that maytake. There is no supporting evidence for such a position and the advice couldtherefore be construed as prejudiced.
2.4.10 The assertion that Brighton and Hove and surrounding towns arewell-stocked with theatre venues is bizarre. Even the Alaska planningapplication notes the absence and desirability of a lyric receiving theatre inBrighton. The BHCC officer’s statement appears to be ceding precedence as a‘theatre town’ to Eastbourne.
2.4.11 It is difficult, if not impossible, to believe that even a senior planningcase officer would make such a statement in contravention of council policy onhis own initiative. This suggests an undeclared and unofficial policy to preventthe Hippodrome being restored for live performance at all costs, although it isimpossible to think of a plausible reason.
2.4.12 The advice to prepare a viability study to make the case not for cinemabut against a theatre option for assessment by the District Valuer Service(DVS) is purely for the sake of form, the outcome being a foregone conclusion.This was confirmed by the brief from BHCC to the DVS to consider only theviability of a casino (never a serious option) and theatre.
2.4.13 The only material the DVS received from BHCC was the JAA viabilityreport, the 10-point objection from The Theatres Trust and a letter fromAmbassador Theatre Group (ATG), which stated that the JAA report was wrongto state that ATG had no interest in the Hippodrome. A critique of the JAAreport from Our Brighton Hippodrome was withheld from the DVS on thegrounds that OBH is a community group and not a professional body. (SeeAppendix D for a commentary on the JAA report and Appendix C for theprofessional standing of OBH’s business team.)
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4 BHCC pre-application adviceletter from Adrian Smith toSimon Neate of Indigo, 11October 2013
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5 Planning officer’s report toBHCC Planning Committee,Item A, 16 July 2014, para5.386 ibid, para 5.397 ibid, para 5.358 Email communication fromAndrew Comden, chiefexecutive, Brighton Dome andBrighton Festival, toCouncillor Graham Cox, 31July 20149 Planning officer: op cit, para5.40

2.4.14 Dismissing relevant evidence because it comes from a communitygroup seems to flout the principles of local authorities engagingdemocratically with the community. We are, nonetheless, a group ofprofessionals with extensive relevant experience in the arts, architecture,planning, finance, media analysis and theatre management (see Appendix C).  
2.4.15 The DVS, not unreasonably in the absence of other evidence, took theJAA report at face value. The summary of the DVS report in the planningofficer’s report therefore repeats all the errors of the JAA report, as if inconfirmation of them. The DVS claims that the Hippodrome is notcommercially viable because it would make an annual trading loss of£249,890. This spuriously inaccurate figure is entirely without evidence.5
2.4.16 The DVS repeated the planning officer’s assertion that there is ‘anadequate supply of theatres in Brighton for this purpose [as a ‘presenting’theatre] and . . . there is no evidence of demand for additional theatre space’.6
2.4.17 The DVS says: ‘The proposed [theatre] development would be for a1300 seat theatre.7 This figure was invented by JAA; as will be seen later, theOBH proposal is for a 1,550-seat theatre. The aforementioned estimate oftrading loss, if based on the incorrect 1,300 figure, is calculated on falsepremisses as well as being spurious. 
2.4.18 The DVS claims a Hippodrome theatre would not be commerciallyviable because the Brighton Dome needs a council subsidy and the GardnerArts Centre at the University of Sussex ‘has been unable to attract the customfor Cultural and Arts performances with ca 482 seats’. These comparisons areentirely irrelevant and have no bearing on the commercial potential of theBrighton Hippodrome.
2.4.19 The DVS says ‘the Brighton Dome is the main civic theatre’ (it is inreality a concert hall) ‘and it is estimated that utilisation is well below 50%’.This figure is contradicted by evidence from the Dome’s chief executive: duringthe 2013/14 financial year the Concert Hall was in use on 271 days and 50 ofthe remaining 91 says were unavailable because of get-in requirements. Theoccupancy rate for the Concert Hall was thus 88 per cent. Across all threevenues in the Dome complex (see 4.1.5) the occupancy rate was 74 per cent,with another eight per cent accounted for by get-ins and maintenance.8
2.4.20 The Hippodrome in London’s West End is cited by the DVS as proofthat ‘a concentration of theatres cannot reliably contribute to commercialsuccess’.9 This latter point is particularly curious as it suggests that all WestEnd theatres are potentially at risk because one venue—that had ceased to bea full-time theatre in 1951 (14 years before the Brighton Hippodrome) andwas then a night club/cabaret (Talk of the Town) and drinking saloon—isconverted into a (presumably more profitable) casino to suit its newoperator’s interests. At the time when the current owners were planning theircasino conversion interest was being shown by a leading national theatrecompany to recover it for a return to theatre use. It was in no way seen assurplus to West End requirements. However, it had long since lost its sui
generis theatre use and the casino operator was able to offer substantiallymore money to acquire the lease and upgrade the building. It is nonetheless atragic loss that should not be repeated in Brighton.
2.4.21 It must be questioned whether the DVS was able to arrive at a fairindependent conclusion, in the light of its errors, false assumptions andirrelevances. (See Appendix E for OBH’s commentary on the DVS report.)
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2.4.22 By not asking the DVS to appraise the viability of cinema, BHCC did nothave the benefit of an independent assessment. As the developer’s claimsabout theatre viability are seriously flawed, the issue of cinema viabilityshould have been assessed and not assumed to be reliable purely on the basisof the developer’s statement.
2.5  Assessment of ‘substantial’ harm

2.5.1 Paragraph 132 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) says:‘When considering the impact of a proposed development on thesignificance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given tothe asset’s conservation. The more important the asset, the greater theweight should be. Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration ordestruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting. Asheritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require clear andconvincing justification. . . . Substantial harm to or loss of designatedheritage assets of the highest significance, . . . grade I and II* listed buildings,. . . should be wholly exceptional.’
2.5.2 Paragraph 133 of the NPPF imposes a crucial test:‘Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to or totalloss of significance of a designated heritage asset, local planning authoritiesshould refuse consent, unless it can be demonstrated that the substantialharm or loss is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits thatoutweigh that harm or loss, or all of the following apply:

● the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site;and
● no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium termthrough appropriate marketing that will enable its conservation; and
● conservation by grant-funding or some form of charitable or publicownership is demonstrably not possible; and
● the harm or loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site backinto use.

2.5.3 In answer to a member’s question during the BHCC planning committeemeeting on 16 July, planning officer Adrian Smith said: ‘The test of the NPPF ofwhat an optimum viable use is, it’s the use that would have the least harm tothe significance of the heritage asset.’ In his opinion, ‘Now, at this stage there isno evidence, no hard evidence of any sort of funding or any sort of businessmodel for any alternative scheme in front of us to assess. So on that basis theonly evidence we have is that a cinema is the only viable use for thisbuilding.’10
2.5.4 When asked if conversion to a cinema now would reduce the restorationcost of any future reversion to theatre use, he agreed that it would but said:‘[The current proposal] would secure forty, fifty, sixty per cent of therestoration of the most significant parts of the building.’
2.5.5 This latter statement implies that if 40-60 per cent of the heritage assetis saved—and only of ‘the most significant parts of the building’, not the rest,the whole of the site being Grade II* listed—then by definition 40-60 per centwould be lost. For than more half of an asset to be destroyed to ‘save’ the
building is, by any objective definition, substantial harm.

2.5.6 The interpretation of this intervention as  ‘less than substantial harm’goes against reason—at what percentage does harm become substantial if 60
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10 All quotations inparagraphs at 2.5 aretranscribed from the webcastrecording of the BHCCPlanning Committee meeting,16 July 2014, between01:02:48 and 01:08:22
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per cent isn’t substantial? The only justification for this assertion would bethat there is no other possible use of the building. BHCC therefore had to denyany other possible use and suppress evidence to that effect.
2.5.7 During the planning committee meeting the officer said: ‘I did meetrepresentatives of the campaigning group Our Brighton Hippodrome back inMarch, where they expressed their case, their initial case for conversion backto a theatre. At that stage I did ask for further studies and business models,where they are going to get the money particularly, the sort of £16m-£18mcost to refurbish the building as a theatre. Unfortunately, up till now we’ve hadno information from them to that effect.’ That is incorrect. A statement wassent to him on 22 April 2014. Although, as he acknowledged at the Marchmeeting with OBH representatives, preparation of a fully developed businessplan was not possible in the short time available, an outline proposal wasavailable to him. It is not clear why this document was ignored in thepreparation of the planning officer’s report to the planning committee andwithheld from elected members and the DVS.
2.5.8 As there is clearly another possible use, the assessment of ‘less than
substantial harm’ fails.
2.5.9 Turning to the four criteria in the alternative test (see 2.5.2)—all four ofwhich must be satisfied. Clearly the nature of the asset does not preventreasonable use of the site. The assessment of whether harm is outweighed bypublic benefit has been discussed above.
2.5.10 There was no appropriate marketing exercise to find a viable use
of the site that would cause the least harm to the heritage asset. Once theplans by Academy Music Group to restore the Hippodrome as a live musicvenue collapsed (the timing is not clear), the cinema/restaurant proposalappeared with no forewarning in spring 2013. The possibility of exploring thetheatre option was not attempted. In particular, ATG, the country’s largesttheatre owner and operator, was not approached by either the developer norBHCC. It must be assumed that no other operator was approached.
2.5.11 At the 16 July planning committee meeting, the planning officer stated:‘This is an item under private ownership, so it wouldn't be the council doingany marketing. . . . The test of marketing in the NPPF relies on whether theworks cause substantial harm or less than substantial harm. Where it’s beenidentified that there’s less than substantial harm, as is the conclusion ofheritage officers and English Heritage, the test is to make sure that you securethe optimum viable use. Ergo, there’s no requirement to market.’ 
2.5.12 This is a very partial and contradictory interpretation of the NPPF.If the test is to find the ‘optimum viable use’ it follows that marketing is not
necessary only if that use has been found. It is a circular argument to saythat marketing is not necessary because any viable use has been found inwhich harm is (incorrectly) deemed less than substantial. The process hasbeen far from exhaustive. Under NPPF paragraph 133 harm to a Grade I or II*listed asset should be ‘wholly exceptional’—ie, to be avoided if at all possible.
2.5.13 There is no reason why the council could not have undertaken a simplemarketing exercise if restoring the Hippodrome were likely to benefit the city’seconomy. It is by no means unknown for local authorities to seek uses forredundant buildings and sites, to encourage businesses into the area and tomediate between property owners and potential users. It must be assumedthis was not done because a decision had already been made that anothertheatre was not required (see 2.4.7). 
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2.5.14 The test that conservation by grant-funding or some form of charitableor public ownership is not possible also fails, as this report demonstrates.
2.5.15 As none of the four criteria can be met, the degree of harm must be
regarded as substantial. The claims for supporting the cinema/restaurantproposal on the basis of ‘less than substantial’ harm must be rejected.
2.5.16 The Secretary of State’s decision of 7 July 2014 to refuse thedemolition of unlisted designated heritage assets at Smithfield Market11concludes ‘that the extent of damage that the application would cause to theimportant heritage assets at Smithfield runs entirely counter to national andpolicy objectives intended to protect such assets from harm and that thiswould seriously undermine any economic, social or environmental benefitsotherwise arising from the development, such that the proposal would notrepresent sustainable development’.
2.6  Maintenance of the building

2.6.1 The owner of a listed building has a duty of care to maintain theheritage asset in accordance with its statutory listing—especially so when thelisting is Grade I or Grade II*. The poor condition of a building cannot be usedto justify major alterations that would cause significant harm.
2.6.2 The developer of the cinema/restaurant proposal claims that thebuilding is in imminent danger of collapse. Whilst this claim can be and iscontested as an exaggeration—made in the interests of rushing through thecurrent planning application—this suggests that necessary repairs have notbeen carried out and that neither the owner nor the local authority haveexercised control to ensure the preservation of the building. 
2.6.3 For its part, BHCC has taken occasional ‘informal’ action to have repairscarried out. The council’s position was given by heritage officer Tim Jefferiesduring the planning committee meeting of 16 July:‘We felt that it was reasonable for us to deal with this informally because ifwe go forwards with a formal notice, ultimately that would have meant thecouncil having to go in potentially and do the works and I think that thatwould potentially be a very substantial sum of works. I think it was alwaysanticipated that because we were in discussions about a new scheme for thebuilding . . . we would have got to that point before now.’12
2.6.4 The decision not to issue a Section 215 notice under the Town andCountry Planning Act was thus because of the expectation that work onrestoration as a live music venue would begin in due course, and because ofthe cost to BHCC if formal intervention were to be initiated. Nonetheless, theimplication is that not all the necessary work for basic maintenance of thebuilding was carried out and this was implicitly condoned by BHCC, albeit inexpectation of an early resolution of ongoing restoration plans. No notice wasserved after the collapse of the Academy Music Group/LiveNation project.
2.6.5 The applicant has argued that the Hippodrome will suffer furtherdegradation if the planning application is not approved and the buildingcontinues to remain vacant for even a short time. The poor condition is
being used to justify a development that has not been shown to be the
optimum viable use of the site.
2.6.6 The Secretary of State’s Smithfield Market decision11 made it very clearthat ’the deteriorated state of the buildings is, at least in part, the result of the
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12 Transcribed from thewebcast recording of theBHCC Planning Committeemeeting, 16 July 2014, atapproximately 01.13.00
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history of deliberate neglect and that, in assessing the planning balance, lessweight should therefore be given to the current condition of the buildings andthe consequent benefit of their repair.’ Further, he states ‘that it is importantthat they are repaired and put into a beneficial use that is consistent with theirconservation as heritage assets’ and agrees that ‘the threat of vacancy does notweigh heavily in favour of the proposal.’
2.6.7 Whether the lack of adequate maintenance at the Hippodrome is causedby deliberate neglect or procrastination, it remains a fact that it was not done.The Smithfield decision is therefore an appropriate precedent.
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3.1  Catchment area

3.1.1 As the largest conurbation on the Sussex coast, Brighton & Hove has oneof the better infrastructures for entertainment and culture. Unusually, it is notsurrounded by out-of-town developments, due to its location between theSouth Downs National Park and the sea. It acts as a centre for a wide region. 
3.1.2 The city’s own population is 273,400 but the ‘Greater Brighton’ area,incorporating  Lewes, Mid Sussex, Adur and Worthing, has a population of680,000. Other configurations are also used. The mid-2013 population of EastSussex was 534,400, having grown by 8.5 per cent since the 2001 census. Thepopulation of West Sussex was 809,900 in 2011, of which 166,500 are aged 65or over.
3.2  Cinema v live performance

3.2 A distinction should be made between the catchment areas for cinemaand for live performance. Neither can be based on either the crude populationfigure for Brighton and Hove nor that of the Greater Brighton conurbation.
3.2.1 Cinema operators use a 20-minute drive-time rule-of-thumb, presumingthat potential customers would not travel any further to see a film. The modelis flawed, however, as it would imply that residents in the western parts of thecity—in Hangleton and Portslade, for instance—would not consider visitingCineworld at the Marina as the driving time would be excessive. Residents inShoreham and Lancing would not come into Brighton at all. This suggests thatreintroducing cinema into Hove would find a ready market that is currentlynot being served within the western part of the city.
3.2.2 Because there are cinemas at Worthing, Burgess Hill, Uckfield,Crowborough, Tunbridge Wells and Eastbourne, most of the demand for filmbeyond the immediate Brighton & Hove conurbation is met elsewhere. Thereis also a part-time independent cinema at Lewes Little Theatre with digitalprojection and Dolby digital sound. We expect more such ventures to opennow that digital technology has become standard for cinema exhibition.
3.2.3 The catchment area for live performance is harder to define and musttake into account the appeal that productions would have over a wider area.Chichester Festival and Minerva theatres draw audiences from a much widerarea than the city itself, which would never sustain such venues on the basis ofthe city’s own population. It is the known quality of the productions and thereputation of the theatre that draws sell-out audiences from a wide area. 
3.2.4 The Congress Theatre well exceeds expectations on the basis of theEastbourne population alone, indicating that there is a wider catchment fortheatre in Sussex.. To some extent the Hippodrome would be competing foraudiences with the Congress Theatre, but, as a dual purpose theatre/conference facility and with all due respect to the latter, it cannot competewith the in- built atmosphere and visual impact of the Hippodrome. It is likely
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that the superior visual appeal and state-of-the-art facilities at theHippodrome would have an advantage in attracting audiences.
3.2.5 We have even heard unconfirmed anecdotal reports that London theatreoperators would expect some loss of audiences if shows that are currently onlyavailable in London were to be staged on tour in Brighton. Although this mightbe regarded as a favourable indicator for Brighton, we attach no significance tothis suggestion.
3.2.6 The catchment area for live performance of the kind expected at theHippodrome is the whole region, however that is defined. That area couldstretch to the southern outskirts of Greater London. It is hardly more difficultto visit Brighton from, say, Croydon, than it is to travel into the West End. Thearea would then overlap with those for receiving theatres at Portsmouth andSouthampton in the west and Canterbury in the east. In other words, thewhole of East and West Sussex, much of eastern Hampshire, the western partof Kent and much of Surrey.FIGURE 3.1: GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CINEMAS IN SUSSEx

FIGURE 3.2: GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MAIN THEATRES IN SUSSEx
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3.2.7 It has been claimed that because some other venues in Brighton andHove do not play to full houses—and that some cannot adequately pay theirway without subsidy—so the Hippodrome would not attract adequateaudiences. The JAA viability report refers to the Dome complex and the formerGardner Arts Centre at the University of Sussex as ‘evidence’ of this lack ofsupport. In fact, the Dome Concert Hall routinely sells out for many attractions,such as the concerts by the London Philharmonic Orchestra and especially themajor productions presented there during the Brighton Festival (and see2.4.18). Nonetheless, this could be regarded as ‘highbrow’ entertainment ofthe kind that a culturally-inclined local authority would be willing to subsidisefor the benefit of the community. OBH would seek to investigate the marketthrough independent research.
3.2.8 The Hippodrome, on the other hand, would be run on a commercialbasis. Apart from productions with the pull of star names in the cast, the bulkof the programming would be of shows that have proved themselves in theWest End or on tour. The potential audience is already well aware of these, asadvance booking levels testify. Typical recent examples are The Lion King, War
Horse, Wicked, Jersey Boys, Shrek the Musical and Singin’ in the Rain. There is notheatre in Brighton that can stage the full version of these shows, so the tourscurrently bypass the city.
3.3  Tourism

3.3.1 As a tourist destination for well over 200 years, the city has catered forlarge numbers of visitors from the rest of the country and around the world.
3.3.2 The city had an estimated 8.58m tourism day trips (visits of over threehours) in 2012. These visitors spent £297.2m in the city. The number ofvisitors on staying trips to the city in 2012 was 1.47m, of whom 21 per centwere from overseas. They stayed for an average of 2.38 nights, spending£496.7m.14
3.3.3 Visitor spending on attractions and entertainment was put at £84.61min 2012. 
3.3.4 The addition of  theatre tickets for leading shows at the Hippodrome toshort-break tourist offers including (eg) hotel accommodation, a day inLondon, a visit to the Royal Pavilion, trip up the i360, as well as the city’s manyother attractions, could be promoted not only in the UK but across theEuropean continent. This augmented offer would only be possible with thetop-flight entertainment that could be accommodated in a restoredHippodrome and would not arise with a cinema.
3.3.5 It is reasonably certain that another cinema would have no measurableimpact on tourist numbers (tourists are most unlikely to visit the city to see afilm that is available to them locally in their home region or country).
3.3.6 A theatre could have a significant impact. It has not been possible at thisstage to assess the potential increase in tourism for the purpose of this reportbut if as little as, say, three per cent of the annual number of staying touristswere to visit the theatre during their time in the city, that alone would equateto 45,000 ticket sales—or 29 full houses (a full month of audiences), based onthe proposed 1,550 seating capacity.
3.4  Agglomeration benefits
3.4.1 There is a strong argument that the Hippodrome’s restoration would

‘Brighton has a hugeamount to offer, not justto the local people thatlive here but it’s a bigincoming destinationfor tourists, bothdomestic and inter -national.’—Culture SecretarySajid Javid13

13 interview on Latest TV, 21May 201414 The Economic Impact of
Tourism, Brighton & Hove,
2012. Eastleigh: TourismSouth East Research Unit,2013: 4
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benefit the city’s cultural and entertainment offer by adding to the clusteringeffect of a range of venues, complementing each other in terms of size andfunction, what economists call the ‘agglomeration benefit’. London’s West Endtheatres are the prime example of this benefit (see also 2.4.19). The greaterthe range of entertainment and cultural events on offer in the city, the moreattractive the city becomes to residents, visitors and tourists. This is an effectto which another cinema is most unlikely to contribute.
3.5  Parking and public transport

3.5.1 Parking charges in Brighton are generally very high, which cannot havea positive effect on visiting. The Odeon at Kingswest has a concessionaryarrangement that patrons who park after 17:30 get three hours of free parkingin the Churchill Square car parks if their parking ticket is validated at the boxoffice when they buy their cinema ticket. The Hippodrome, like the Odeon, iswithin a short walking distance of the Churchill Square car parks, and a similararrangement would therefore be capable of arrangement. 
3.5.2 Charges at the other car parks in the area—The Lanes and RussellRoad—must be considered high, especially for the typical extended length ofstay for a cinema visit. On-street parking is virtually non-existent in the OldTown area, apart from short-stay (two hours) bays in Bartholomews PrinceAlbert Street
3.5.3 Car parking at the Brighton Marina, adjacent to the Cineworld cinema, isfree for up to four hours.
3.5.4 The city’s tourism offer would benefit from such schemes as are used inother tourist destinations, such as park-and-ride and frequent city-centreshuttle buses. Although there is a quasi-park-and-ride scheme on the 27 busroute from Withdean Stadium, fully-integrated park-and-ride schemes are notexpected to be introduced in the foreseeable future.
3.5.5 The alternative, public transport, serves the area reasonably well. Busroutes from all parts of the city converge in North Street, a few minutes’ walkfrom Middle Street. National Express coaches operate from Pool Valley. Themainline railway station is a 15-20 minute walk away; buses run from thestation to the Clock Tower, Churchill Square and North Street, reducingwalking time to around five minutes. 
3.5.6 Buses also operate from neighbouring towns: route 12 from Eastbourne,route 26 from Burgess Hill, route 700 from Worthing and Littlehampton androute 271 from Crawley.
3.5.7 We do not anticipate any significant change in the city’s traffic andtransport policy in the near-to-medium future.
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4.1  LIVE PERFORMANCE AND EVENTS

4.1.1 The city has a number of varied performance spaces (Table 4.1).TABLE 4.1: LIVE PERFORMANCE VENUES IN BRIGHTON AND HOVE
ownership seats usesBrighton Centre BHCC 4,450 conferences, events, concertsDome BHCC 1,700* concerts, eventsTheatre Royal ATG 952* drama comedyCorn Exchange BHCC 550-800 events, concerts, exhibitionsThe Old Market Yes/No Productions 300-500 various, music, live performanceSallis Benney Hall University of Brighton 272 variousKomedia Cabaret Komedia 250-296 [400] comedy, musicStudio Theatre BHCC 232 live performanceThe Old Courtroom BHCC 152 variousThe Emporium private 110 live performance, music, workshopsKomedia Studio Komedia 80 comedyNew Venture Theatre not-for-profit 80 amateurBrighton Little Theatre not-for-profit 76 amateurMarlborough Pub & Theatre pub 60 [80] live performance/fringePurple Playhouse Grace Eyre (charity) 60 live performanceUpstairs at Three and Ten pub 50 live performance/fringeThe Dukebox pub 40 live performance/fringeThe Nightingale (pub) 50 closed*The Dome can accommodate 1,860 part-standing. Figures in [brackets] showstanding capacity. Of the total Theatre Royal seats, 200 have restrictedsightlines. 
4.1.2 The one obvious gap in this provision is of a theatre seating 1,200-2,000that would serve as a receiving theatre for touring companies. 
4.1.3 Nonethless, the council says there are enough theatres in Brightonalready.‘A return to theatre use would be the default preferred option however thisis dismissed on the basis that Brighton & Hove and surrounding towns

are already well-stocked in terms of theatre venues and there is noevidence that there is sufficient demand for a further theatre in the city.’—B&HCC pre-application advice letter from Adrian Smith to Simon Nealeof Indigo, 11 October 2013 (see also 2.4.7 above)
4.1.4 The evidence completely contradicts this statement. It is reasonable,therefore, to assume the City Council has adopted a policy of opposition to thepossibility that the Hippodrome could be restored for live performance. It isdifficult to understand this in any context other than a desire to protect thecouncil-owned Dome complex. The potential for a conflict of interest is clearlyevident.  
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4.1.5 The Dome complex offers three spaces: 
a.  The main auditorium at the Dome is now branded as the Concert Hall,which reflects its principal function. It is the city’s leading concert hall andsuccessfully plays host to leading orchestras and performers from Beethovento blues, Haydn to hip-hop, Franck to funk. Although dance performances arestaged, there are strict limitations to the scale and complexity of productionsthat are possible as there are no wings or fly-tower (see Figure 4.1).Whilst ofsimilar size to the Hippodrome, the Concert Hall is not configured as a theatreand could not stage opera or ballet, except of the most rudimentary kind.
b.  The Corn Exchange is a flexible space used for smaller concerts and musicperformances, theatre and exhibitions. In particular it is used for Brighton-based productions and events.
c.  Only the smallest auditorium—the Studio Theatre (formerly the PavilionTheatre)—is permanently configured for stage performances and is also usedfor local productions as well as one-off arts, literary and comedy events.
4.1.6 The Dome survives with the aid of a Council subsidy, putting on around600 events between the three auditoria each year. This has been used to arguethat the Hippodrome as a theatre would not be viable without a subsidy. TheHippodrome, however, would be operated round the year as a commercialreceiving theatre.
4.1.7 The Hippodrome, with a seating capacity in excess of 1,500, could fillthe gap for a lyric theatre.
4.1.8 The Theatre Royal is owned and operated by Ambassador TheatreGroup (ATG), by far the largest theatre operator in the United Kingdom. Itsmain use is for touring theatre productions and it operates without subsidy. Asreported elsewhere, ATG’s interested in running a restored Hippodrome intandem with the Theatre Royal is a useful indicator of the attractiveness of theHippodrome to any commercial theatre operator.

FIGURE 4.1: BRIGHTON DOME COMPLEx

Source: Brighton Dome and Brighton Festival
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4.1.9  Outside the city

4.1.9.1 The nearest receiving lyric theatres are the Mayflower Theatre(2,300 seats) at Southampton—one of the largest theatres in the country—and the Marlowe Theatre (1,200 seats) at Canterbury. The ChichesterFestival Theatre (1,206 seats) is a producing house. The Congress Theatre atEastbourne is also a receiving theatre.
4.1.9.2 In ‘surrounding towns’ (see 4.1.3) provision is as shown in Table4.2. All are municipally owned and only one is of comparable size.TABLE 4.2: PRINCIPAL THEATRES IN SURROUNDING TOWNSseats owner/operatorCrawley The Hawth 863 Crawley Borough Council/Parkwood TheatresEastbourne Congress Theatre 1,689 Eastbourne Borough CouncilDevonshire Park M 936 Eastbourne Borough CouncilRoyal Hippodrome 643 Eastbourne Borough CouncilWinter Garden Floral Hall 900 Eastbourne Borough CouncilWinter Garden Gold Room 400 Eastbourne Borough CouncilWorthing Connaught Studio 242 Worthing Borough CouncilConnaught Theatre 506 Worthing Borough CouncilPavilion Theatre 850 Worthing Borough Council

M Frank Matcham theatre
4.1.10 A comparison with other towns and cities that support receivingtheatres (Table 4.3) shows that, with an estimated seating capacity of 1,550 inthe lyric theatre configuration, the Hippodrome would be of above averagesize.
4.1.11 It will be noted, however, that nearly all of these theatres are owned bylocal authorities. Brighton County Borough Corporation consideredacquisition of the Hippodrome in 1965 to secure the future of the building butdropped the idea when it was taken over by Mecca to run as a bingo hall. (TheCorporation’s Planning Committee reportedly suggested demolition to build amulti-storey car park.)
4.1.12 Relating seating capacity to local population (Table 4.4) puts theBrighton Hippodrome in the lower half of the table. London is not included inthis analysis for obvious reasons, but this remains a very dubious metric as ittakes no account of the wider catchment area (see 3.1 above). The CongressTheatre at Eastbourne and the New Theatre at Oxford self-evidently wouldstruggle to survive on the local population only.
4.1.13 However, Brighton has a substantial tourist base (see 3.3 above) and athriving festival scene. It is noted for year-round theatrical and musicalactivity. Arguably only Edinburgh in this list has a more substantial tourist pullthan Brighton. For many years Brighton Festival and Fringe has describeditself as the largest annual arts festival in England. Nonetheless, observers notethat during the Fringe Brighton has a serious shortage of venues comparedwith Edinburgh and that this hampers its development.
4.1.13 The availability of another theatre of the size and facilities offered bythe Hippodrome would surely be of benefit in attracting major productions toBrighton as key events during the Brighton Festival.
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TABLE 4.4: THEATRE CAPACITY RELATED TO LOCAL POPULATION
population

seats per seatBirmingham New Alexandra 1,371 783,400Birmingham Hippodrome 1,850 580,500Sheffield Lyceum Theatre 1,068 516,700Bradford Alhambra Theatre 1,464 356,900Cardiff New Theatre 1,114 310,600Edinburgh Festival Theatre 1,913 258,900Nottingham Theatre Royal 1,186 257,800Bristol Hippodrome 1,981 218,300Hull New Theatre 1,179 217,200Newcastle Theatre Royal 1,294 207,100Liverpool Empire 2,348 198,900York Grand Opera House 1,032 193,900Plymouth Theatre Royal 1,296 185,700Wolverhampton Grand Theatre 1,410 177,000
BRIGHTON HIPPODROME 1,550 176,400Norwich Theatre Royal 1,300 164,000Canterbury Marlowe Theatre 1,200 124,300Sunderland Empire 2,299 119,600Southampton Mayflower Theatre 2,299 110,300Oxford New Theatre 1,800 83,400Eastbourne Congress Theatre 1,680 59,200

TABLE 4.3: BRIGHTON HIPPODROME AND 20 COMPARABLE REGIONAL RECEIVING THEATRES
ranked by seating capacity

latest
built upgrade seats listing owner/operatorLiverpool Empire 1925 1999 2,348 II ATGSouthampton Mayflower Theatre 1928 2003 2,299 II Southampton City CouncilSunderland Empire 1907 2004 2,200 II City of Sunderland Council/ATGBristol Hippodrome M 1912 1949 1,951 II ATGEdinburgh Festival Theatre 1928 1994 1,913 B Edinburgh Festival TheatresBirmingham Hippodrome 1899 2000 1,850 — Birmingham HippodromeTheatre TrustOxford New Theatre 1836 1934 1,800 — ATGEastbourne Congress Theatre 1963 — 1,680 II* Eastbourne Borough Council

BRIGHTON HIPPODROME M 1897 1955 1,550 II* Kuig Property Investments No6 Ltd/ Academy Music GroupBradford Alhambra Theatre 1914 1986 1,464 II Bradford Metropolitan CityCouncil/Bradford Alhambra LtdWolverhampton Grand Theatre 1894 1998 1,410 II* Wolverhampton Metro politanBorough CouncilBirmingham New Alexandra (Alex) 1901 1992 1,347 ATGNorwich Theatre Royal 1935 2007 1,300 — Norwich City Council trustPlymouth Theatre Royal 1982 — 1,296 — Plymouth Pavilions & PlymouthTheatre Royal LtdNewcastle Theatre Royal  M 1837 1901 1,294 I Theatre Royal TrustCanterbury Marlowe Theatre 2011 — 1,200 — Canterbury City CouncilNottingham Theatre Royal  M 1865 1978 1,186 II Nottingham City CouncilHull New Theatre 1834 1985 1,179 II Kingston upon Hull NewTheatre Company LtdCardiff New Theatre 1906 1988 1,114 II Cardiff City CouncilSheffield Lyceum Theatre 1897 1990 1,068 II Sheffield Lyceum Theatre LtdYork Grand Opera House 1902 1989 1,032 II ATG
M Frank Matcham theatre
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4.2  Live performance types

4.2.1 There are many types of live performance, eg: 
a.  drama, 
b.  musicals,
c.  opera,
d.  classical ballet and modern dance,
e.  stand-up comedy,
f.  variety and music hall,
g. concerts,
h. circus. As a ‘theatre’, the Hippodrome could accommodate all of these forms, asshown below (Chart 5.1).
4.2.2 Because of its uniquely variable configuration, the Hippodrome wouldalso be suitable for: 
a.  conferences and trade shows, and
b.  the presentation of other forms of entertainment, such as ballroom dancing,snooker, boxing and wrestling. At least the first two of these enjoy hugetelevision audiences. The snooker world championships have been a majorfeature in the programme of the Sheffield Crucible Theatre and BBC1’s Strictly
Come Dancing broadcasts one programme each series from the BlackpoolTower Ballroom.
4.2.3 A performance space can also be used for film and television productionand as rehearsal space in downtime.
4.2.4 Comments have been made about the size of the Hippodrome stagebeing inadequate for contemporary touring productions. As Table 4.5 shows,although not the biggest, the Hippodrome would compare well with mosttheatres in the upper part of the list, especially among older buildings. It alsohas the ninth widest proscenium and the sixth deepest stage on the list.
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TABLE 4.5: REGIONAL THEATRE STAGE SIzES
ranked by proscenium width

proscenium stage
built width depth

m mSouthampton Mayflower Theatre 1928 22.6 12.0Canterbury Marlowe Theatre 2011 16.0 14.0Bristol Hippodrome 1912 14.4 18.3Liverpool Empire 1925 13.9 22.2Oxford New Theatre 1908 13.7 11.0Birmingham New Alexandra 1901 13.5 13.8Edinburgh Festival Theatre 1928 13.4 18.0Eastbourne Congress Theatre 1963 13.0 10.0Birmingham Hippodrome 1899 12.8 20.7Plymouth Theatre Royal 1982 12.6 15.3
BRIGHTON HIPPODROME 1901 12.0 14.4Bradford Alhambra Theatre 1914 11.0 15.0Hull New Theatre 1834 11.0 12.0Sunderland Empire 1907 10.5 12.8Wolverhampton Grand Theatre 1894 10.4 11.9Norwich Theatre Royal 1757 9.7 11.1Nottingham Theatre Royal 1865 9.2 12.0Cardiff New Theatre 1906 9.1 11.8York Grand Opera House 1902 9.0 10.3Newcastle Theatre Royal 1837 8.9 11.2Sheffield Lyceum Theatre 1897 8.6 11.8

For comparison, theproscenium width at theTheatre Royal Brighton is10.8m and stage depth 9.5m
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4.2.5 Given that a key aspect of the Hippodrome’s programme would be majorWest End show, we compare the Hippodrome with West End theatres thatoriginate these shows or into which they are transferred for their continuingrun (Table 4.6).
4.2.6 In terms of seating capacity the Hippodrome is in the middle of therange but above the average for the West End. It is similarly in the mid-rangeby width of proscenium but only two West End theatres have a greater stagedepth. This emphatically demonstrates that the Hippodrome is more thancapable of staging the largest West End shows.TABLE 4.6: ORIGINATING/TRANSFER WEST END THEATRES OF LARGE-SCALE PRODUCTIONS
ranked by seating capacity seats prosc stage

width depth
m mApollo Victoria (Starlight Express, Wicked) 2,208 14.0 7.4Dominion Theatre (Evita) 2,001 12.0 15.3Lyceum (The Lion King) 2,100 13.0 16.0Prince Edward Theatre (Evita, Jersey Boys, Miss Saigon) 1,622 13.4 9.8

BRIGHTON HIPPODROME 1,550 12.0 14.4Victoria Palace Theatre (Billy Elliot the Musical) 1,517 9.5 9.3Adelphi (Chicago, The Bodyguard) 1,436 10.5 12.3Palace Theatre (Les Misérables) 1,400 9.5 10.3Cambridge Theatre (Matilda the Musical) 1,283 9.0 9.2Piccadilly Theatre (Grease, Jersey Boys) 1,200 11.6 9.7Her Majesty’s Theatre (The Phantom of the Opera) 1,161 14.5 10.5Novello Theatre (Mamma Mia!) 1,143 10.2 9.6New London Theatre (Cats, War Horse) 1,108 16.0 13.0
ranked by proscenium width seats prosc stage

width depth
m mNew London Theatre (Cats, War Horse) 1,108 16.0 13.0Her Majesty’s Theatre (The Phantom of the Opera) 1,161 14.5 10.5Apollo Victoria (Starlight Express, Wicked) 2,208 14.0 7.4Prince Edward Theatre (Evita, Jersey Boys, Miss Saigon) 1,622 13.4 9.8Lyceum (The Lion King) 2,100 13.0 16.0

BRIGHTON HIPPODROME 1,550 12.0 14.4Dominion Theatre (Evita) 2,001 12.0 15.3Piccadilly Theatre (Grease, Jersey Boys) 1,200 11.6 9.7Adelphi (Chicago, The Bodyguard) 1,436 10.5 12.3Novello Theatre (Mamma Mia!) 1,143 10.2 9.6Palace Theatre (Les Misérables) 1,400 9.5 10.3Victoria Palace Theatre (Billy Elliot the Musical) 1,517 9.5 9.3Cambridge Theatre (Matilda the Musical) 1,283 9.0 9.2
ranked by stage depth seats prosc stage

width depth
m mLyceum (The Lion King) 2,100 13.0 16.0Dominion Theatre (Evita) 2,001 12.0 15.3

BRIGHTON HIPPODROME 1,550 12.0 14.4New London Theatre (Cats, War Horse) 1,108 16.0 13.0Adelphi (Chicago, The Bodyguard) 1,436 10.5 12.3Her Majesty’s Theatre (The Phantom of the Opera) 1,161 14.5 10.5Palace Theatre (Les Misérables) 1,400 9.5 10.3Prince Edward Theatre (Evita, Jersey Boys, Miss Saigon) 1,622 13.4 9.8Piccadilly Theatre (Grease, Jersey Boys) 1,200 11.6 9.7Novello Theatre (Mamma Mia!) 1,143 10.2 9.6Victoria Palace Theatre (Billy Elliot the Musical) 1,517 9.5 9.3Cambridge Theatre (Matilda the Musical) 1,283 9.0 9.2Apollo Victoria (Starlight Express, Wicked) 2,208 14.0 7.4
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4.3 CINEMAS

4.3.1 There are four cinema sites in the city, all in Brighton, none in Hove.15TABLE 4.7: CINEMAS IN BRIGHTON
screens seats auditoria (number of seats)Cineworld 8 2,020 339, 325, 252 x2, 224, 223, 202, 203Duke of York’s 1 278Duke’s @ Komedia 2 213 128, 85Odeon 8 2,217 389, 220, 238 x2, 514, 286, 232, 100total 19 4,728Source: cinema websites

4..3.1.1 Cineworld is an eight-screen complex which opened at theBrighton Marina as the MGM Cinemas in 1991. It might best be described asfunctional but is served by extensive free car parking.
4..3.1.2 The Kingswest Odeon has expanded from three screens to becomean eight-screen complex in a seafront building, originally the Top RankSuite, dating from 1966. Plans to redevelop that site and the neighbouringBrighton Centre have been under sporadic consideration for at least 10years and this prospect is included in the brief for the Brighton SeafrontRegeneration strategy. Whether the Odeon or a cinema operated by anotherexhibitor (eg, Cineworld or Vue Entertainment) would survive in a new formin the eventual redevelopment remains uncertain.
4..3.1.3 The Picturehouse chain has two cinemas: the Duke of York’s, thefirst purpose-built cinema in Brighton, dating from September 1910, is theoldest surviving cinema in continuous use in the country, possibly theworld. It is a single-screen site at Preston Circus to the north of the towncentre with a loyal clientele. That loyalty has been extended to its sister site,the two-screen Duke’s at the Komedia in Gardner Street.

4.3.2 The Picturehouse chain was acquired by Cineworld in December 2012,but has continued as a separate brand. However, both sites have been showingmore mainstream film releases, diminishing to some degree the art-houseprofile they enjoyed previously but still benefiting from their character, whichcontrasts with the more functional, anonymous tone of the multiplexes.
4.3.3 There are also occasional film shows at other venues, including filmsocieties, in universities and colleges, in arts centres and as ‘pop-up’performances (eg, at St Michael and All Angels, Regency Town House).
4.3.4 The Dome has shown occasional films with live musical accompaniment.
4.4  Film performance types

4.4.1 As well as mainstream feature film releases (often referred to as‘Hollywood movies’), cinema performances can take several other forms:
4.4.1.1 Art-house presentations of classic film revivals and so-called worldcinema (which usually means anything that is not American or British).These were once the core of programming at the Duke of York’s, which nowshows some art-house films but its main offerings are mainstream films and‘event’ cinema (see 4.3.2). 
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15 David Fisher: Cinema-by-
Sea: Film and cinema in
Brighton & Hove since 1896.Brighton: Terra Media, 2012:43ff
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4.4.1.2 Live relays by satellite of theatre, ballet and opera productions from(eg) the National Theatre, the Royal Shakespeare Company, English NationalOpera, etc. These performances attract premium ticket prices—typicallydouble the normal prices for films—and have been immensely successfulfor cinemas like the Duke of York’s and Dukes@Komedia, customarily sellingout.
4.4.1.3 Local film and video production, in which Brighton & Hove abounds.Local film-making rarely receives any exposure. Mainstream cinemas neverprogramme short films in their regular schedules, so even the mostprofessional of local work is almost entirely unknown within the city. Hovehas a unique heritage as a birthplace of film from 1896 onwards and shouldalready have achieved a designation as a Unesco City of Film, to which itaspires. Opportunities to celebrate the city’s film history and explorecontemporary screen work should be an essential feature of any restorationof the Hippodrome. It is unlikely in the extreme that this would be fulfilled ifthe Hippodrome were converted into a cinema operated by VueEntertainment or any other of the major exhibitors. 
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5.1  CINEMA PROPOSAL

5.1.1 For the purposes of this report, the current planning application forconversion of the Hippodrome into an eight-screen cinema with fourrestaurants is assumed to be a working proposition and is assessed at facevalue.
5.1.2 If approved, this would involve extensive intrusion into the existingfabric of the building, including the demolition of the stage house (the fly-tower, stage, back-stage facilities, most of which is heritage structure, somelater additions), removal of the stalls and orchestra pit. 
5.1.3 Paragraph 133 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) isdiscussed above at 2.5.2ff.
5.1.4 Relevant saved policies from the Brighton and Hove Local Plan (2005):
 HE1 protects listed buildings from development that would have an adverseeffect on the architectural and historic character or appearance of the interioror exterior of the building or its setting,
 while HE2 requires evidence that no viable alternative use can be found toavoid the major alteration of a listed building.
 HE4 underlines the importance of the preservation and/or reinstatement oforiginal features of special historical architectural interest, for the benefit ofthe wider community and to allow future generations to experience and learnfrom the building.
5.1.5 None of these conditions can be met by the cinema proposal.

5.1.5.1 The proposal to insert a new floor at balcony level would destroythe essential proportions of the main auditorium, negating the principle inHE1.
5.1.5.2 The cinema proposal is a major alteration to a listed building, asdefined in HE2.
5.1.5.3 No evidence has been presented that a viable alternative use cannotbe found.
5.1.5.4 Although the applicant claims that the intrusions into the buildingcould be reversed, the overall plans do not support this contention. Thewhole building would have to be available for restoration to something closeto its current plan in order to create a suitable theatre venue.

5.1.6 The extent to which the harm done to a heritage asset is outweighed bythe public benefit from its conversion to a multi-screen cinema and fourrestaurants is obviously debatable (see 2.5), as is the risk of allowing thisconversion only to find it leads to the failure of the project.  
5.1.7 It is understood that the cinema/restaurant project is predicated on a20-year lifespan. It is not certain that the five leases would be co-terminous.
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All leases would have to terminate together if the building were to return totheatre use—not only the cinema lease. Without access to the whole space,including removal of the building in Ship Street (see also 5.1.10 below), thereis no possibility of reversion to theatrical use. 
5.1.8 If any part of the five business elements in the Hippodrome/Hippo -drome House building failed in the meantime, fragmentation of leases mightoccur. In particular, if the cinema failed or the operator withdrew, the buildingwould be unsuitable for reversion to theatre use (see also 5.1.7). Because onerestaurant space is proposed to occupy the upper part of the main theatreauditorium, restoration would require that space to be vacated.
5.1.9 Without complete alignment of leases at all times, reversion totheatrical use would be impossible. Its current Grade II* listing would becompromised with the evident risk of demolition.
5.1.10 The proposed new building in the rear yard (identified as ‘adjacent to18/19 Ship Street’ but actually 20-21 Ship Street) would not allow access bythe size of pantechnicons that carry stage sets and equipment. This alonewould prevent the Hippodrome ever reverting to use as a theatre. Demolitionof the Ship Street building to allow reversion must be regarded as impossible.
5.1.11 Access would be needed for two 17-metre trucks for the largest shows.With the proposed new building in Ship Street the best that might be possibleis for one such truck to reverse into the space.
5.1.12 The planning application indicates total cinema seating capacity ofapproximately 1,000 spread across eight auditoria. This is a notably smalleroverall capacity than nearly all of Vue’s other cinemas.
5.1.13 Although given prominence in the application and all its promotion,the cinema is in fact the minority element in the project. The cinema willtake up 20,000 sq.ft, the restaurant/retail space 30,000 sq.ft. The cinemaoperator is expected to pay £340,000 a year for its lease, the restaurants andother retail/office units will return £900,000 a year. The retail aspect musttherefore be regarded as the developer’s principal interest in the site. Theproject could thus fairly be deemed to be a change of use from D2 toA1/A2/A3/B1, with D2 as the minority element.
5.1.14  Restaurants

5.1.14.1 It is hard to make out a case for the economic viability of fourrestaurant spaces included with the cinema proposal, given that there are72 restaurants, 13 cafes and coffee houses and 19 pubs in the Old Town areaand therefore within no more than a five- or six-minute walk from theHippodrome. 
5.1.14.2 Moreover, the plans submitted with the planning application donot indicate any kitchens or food preparation areas, so the practicality ofthis aspect of the application cannot be judged and must be questioned. Theplans suggest a food court arrangement of fast food outlets.

5.1.15  Toilets The plans accompanying the planning application for thecinema and restaurants include 16 female cubicles and nine male urinals andeight cubicles, a total of 17 male lavatories—an idiosyncratic interpretation ofneed. There appear to be two disabled toilets at circle level. Of course, thisprovision could be modified in later iterations of the plans, if any, albeit at theexpense of other spaces.
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5.2  THEATRE RESTORATION

5.2.1 Restoration of the Hippodrome for live performance would, virtually bydefinition, preserve the main auditorium with minimal intervention, otherthan the essential adaptation to modern standards of seating, lighting, soundsystem and audience movement.
5.2.2 Because of its original design as a circus, converted into a music hall/variety theatre, the Hippodrome has the unique capability of being transfomedand operated in a number of configurations by altering the facilities in thecentral arena (see Chart 5.1). All would be designed and constructed to bedemountable and thus could be arranged on demand to suit a wide range ofincoming productions.
5.2.3 The Matcham theatre interior would be restored to the maximum extentpossible. Extensive research has been carried out both recently and in the pastinto the detail and overall conception of Matcham’s design. Careful attentionwould be paid in the restoration to fidelity to this.16
5.2.3 Provisional plans by Foster Wilson Architects (FWA) suggest thecapacities shown in Table 5.1. These totals are based on conventional 500mmwide seats and 850mm back-to-back spacing.TABLE 5.1: SEATING CAPACITY OF THE POTENTIAL CONFIGURATIONS OF THE HIPPODROME
A: End stage configuration
stalls outer seating 98rear boxes 25slip boxes 12centre block 845side blocks 169total 1,149
circle seating 378boxes 8standing 16total 386 + 16 standing
stalls + circle seated 1,535standing 16
total capacity 1,551with orchestra pit 1,463 +16 standing
B: Thrust stage configuration
12.8m stage diameter:
stalls seating 820rear boxes 16side boxes 10total 846
circle seating 483boxes 10standing 16total 493
total larger thrust stage 1,339 + 16 standing
11.8m stage diameter:as above but seating 890total 916
total smaller thrust stage 1,425 + 16 standing

continued

16 See, for example, John Earl:
Brighton Hippodrome
Conservation Plan (November2007), prepared for LiveNation
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Potential seating capacity: 1,550 Potential seating capacity: 1,425

Potential seating capacity: 1,500 Potential seating capacity: variable

CHART 5.1: ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS OF THE MAIN HIPPODROME AUDITORIUM

Plans courtesy of the Theatres Trust
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C: In-the-round configurationadditional seating82
circus stage configuration:circle seating 483boxes 10standing 16total 493 + 16 standingin-the-round 1,507 + 16 standing
D: Flat floor (events, ballroom dancing) configurationvariable, depending on the event, but typically comprising the circle and outerstalls
5.2.4 Within the various configurations available (see Chart 5.1) we wouldrestore the orchestra pit with access from the basement area below the stage.
5.3  Exterior

5.3.1 Frank Matcham put most of his effort into remodelling the interior. Wewould expect to restore the frontage, as far as practical to its early 20thcentury appearance, in an inviting way and in keeping with the standard towhich it is hoped the rest of Middle Street would aspire. 
5.3.2 A disabled access ramp would be created from Middle Street with clearcontinuous access into the auditorium. 
5.4  Front of house

5.4.1 All plans for the front-of-house (FOH) are provisional and are likely todevelop considerably during evolution of the design of the whole site.
5.4.2 Much of the original layout of the entrances from Middle Street, thefoyers, box office and FOH office, cloakroom and store will be restored.Merchandise areas will be introduced at the rear of the auditorium on theground floor.
5.4.3 A new foyer will be created in the ground floor of Hippodrome Housewith a long café bar (see also 5.8).
5.4.4 A hospitality and VIP suite would be created adjacent to the auditorium. 
5.4.5  Toilets There will be generous provision, including for the disabled,throughout the building (cf 5.1.16).
5.4.6 Circulation space accessible to the public will be designed to a highstandard and used for visual displays of art, photography and graphic art.
5.5  Back of house

5.5.1 An extensive range of dressing rooms suitable for large-cast productionswill be provided.
5.5.2 State-of-the-art production and technical facilities and areas will beincorporated with extended wing spaces.
5.5.3 A full loading bay and new scene dock will be created at the rear of thetheatre, accessed from the yard and from the stage area.
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5.6  Technical facilities

5.6.1 We would aim to install state-of-the-art lighting, sound and other audio-visual  facilities to make the Hippodrome the most versatile theatre in the UKregions—a model to which other theatres would aspire.
5.6.2 Particular care would be exercised in the placement of lighting facilitieswithin the auditorium to minimise obscuring of the plasterwork. In the latterdays of the variety theatre, large lighting boxes were attached to the front ofthe balcony. Such intrusion would be avoided.
5.6.3 The theatre would be fitted with state-of-the-art projection facilities foruse not only in multi-media productions but also to screen event cinemapresentations. We believe that seeing live relays of opera, ballet and theatre ina leading theatre setting would be an awe-inspiring experience.
5.7  Fly towerThis will need strengthening and adaptation to receive a full modern flyingsystem, set at a raised height to make it suitable for current production needs.
5.8  Hippodrome HouseSubject to requirements of a future commercial partner for the main theatre,we would aim to utilise the available space on the first floor, in the basementand at the rear for the benefit of the community as far as possible. A smallauditorium for use as an art-house cinema, intimate performance space andlecture theatre would add considerably to the flexibility of the Hippodromecomplex (see also 7.15).
5.9  Adjoining propertiesSound and vibration proofing between the theatre and neighbouringproperties at 59 and 59a Middle Street, 10, 11, 12 and 13a Ship Street Gardenswould be brought up to a high standard. As already begin, we would continueto consult with the members of the Ship Street, Ship Street Gardens andMiddle Street Residents’ Association throughout the planning andconstruction periods.
5.10  SustainabilityWe would apply the best current practice in energy conservation and wastemanagement, as outlined, for example, in the Julie’s Bicycle report Energising
Culture: A guide to future energy for cultural buildings. (See also 7.16.)
5.11  Public realm and streetscapeWe would wish to collaborate with adjacent properties and with BHCC to addto the attractiveness, appeal and circulation of the immediate vicinity of theHippodrome. In particular we would wish to adopt the proposal for the linkwith Dukes Lane in the cinema planning application, working with thelandowner.
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17 Society of London Theatrepress release, 29 January201418 UK Theatres data for2013/14. Privatecommunication.19 Tina Mermiri: State of Play:
Theatre UK: Growing,
evolving, diverse. London:LiveAnalytics/Ticketmaster,2013: 9 

6  The market:audiences
6.1  THEATRE AUDIENCES

6.1.1 UK theatre audiences in 2013 totalled 32.20m. This figure can bedivided between London and the rest of the country.  
6.1.1.1 Attendances at the 43-46 members of the Society of LondonTheatre (SOLT) rose by 26 per cent between 2003 and 2013 to 14.59m.17
6.1.1.2 Theatres in the rest of the country (the provincial theatres) sold17.61m tickets in 2013. The average number of provincial auditoriaoperating at any given time was 127, with a further 44 ‘dark’, making a totalof 170 (some rounding occurs). Average ticket sales for each auditoriumwere therefore 103,561.18

6.1.2 Although the rise in West End theatregoing cannot be taken as a sureindicator of nationwide trends, it nonetheless shows a substantial increase ininterest in live theatre. As many of the successful West End shows werepresented previously or subsequently toured the country, it can be assumedthat provincial theatres may have enjoyed spin-off success.
6.1.3 The theatre audience profile has been changing. According to researchby LiveAnalytics/Ticketmaster published in September 2013, young peopleare more likely to attend theatres than any other age groups.19 (See Chart 6.1.)
6.1.4 Theatregoing is rarely spontaneous. Only three per cent of audiencesdecide to go on the day and another 14 per cent in the week before theperformance. The majority of decisions (49 per cent) to attend are made up to

Source: LiveAnalytics/Ticketmaster

CHART 6.1: LIKELIHOOD OF ATTENDING THEATRE BY AGE GROUP
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two months before and 53 per cent of bookings are made at this stage. Aquarter of audiences make the decision between two and five monthsbeforehand and eight per cent more than six months in advance. This resultsin a very different cashflow pattern for theatre compared with cinema.20
6.2  Theatre spending

6.2.1 Prices of theatre tickets vary by a substantial amount. Whilst tickets forevents at small venues—such as those staged during the Brighton Fringe—canbe as low as £8.00, mainstream provincial theatre prices typically range from£10.00 to £65.00.  (In the West End prices can now be as much as £125 forpremium seats.)
6.2.2 For illustrative purposes, Table6.1 shows minimum and maximum ticketprices for all the shows in the 2014/15 season at the Mayflower Theatre,Southampton, geographically the nearest theatre roughly comparable to theBrighton Hippodrome, albeit with a greater seating capacity. TABLE 6.1: SEAT PRICES FOR SELECTED SHOWS, MAYFLOWER, SOUTHAMPTON
ranked by median min max median run

£ £ £ weeksThe Lion King 25.00 65.00 45.00 8Wicked 22.50 65.00 43.75 4Jersey Boys 24.50 51.00 37.75 2Barnum 25.00 49.50 37.25 2The Bodyguard 25.00 49.50 37.25 2Shrek the Musical 21.00 52.50 36.75 3Dirty Dancing 19.50 48.50 34.00 2Riverdance 20th anniversary 22.50 43.50 33.00 1Saturday Night Fever 25.00 39.50 32.25 1Welsh National Opera 8.00 54.00 31.00 2Singin' in the Rain 15.00 45.00 30.00 3English National Ballet 10.75 48.50 29.63 1Edward Scissorhands (Matthew Bourne) 19.00 38.00 28.50 1Oklahoma! 17.50 39.50 28.50 1Russian State Ballet & Orchestra 19.00 37.00 28.00 1Wuthering Heights (Northern Ballet) 15.00 38.00 26.50 1Top Hat 10.00 43.00 26.50 2Cinderella (panto) 15.00 37.50 26.25 3Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time 16.50 35.00 25.75 2Dance 'Til Dawn 19.00 32.50 25.75 1The Importance of Being Earnest 16.50 35.00 25.75 1Rock of Ages 17.00 34.00 25.50 1Cirque Eloize—Cirkopolis 19.00 26.00 22.50 1Jeeves & Wooster in Perfect Nonsense 14.50 29.50 22.00 1To Kill a Mockingbird 14.50 29.50 22.00 1Source: www.mayflower. org.ukThe minimum price is usually for midweek matinees. The median price is thedifference between the highest and lowest prices but this is lower than theaverage as the majority of seats are priced above this.
6.2.3 The shows tabulated above account for the 48 weeks in the 14 monthsfrom June 2014 to August 2015 for which tickets are already offered. TheMayflower also programmes occasional shows by local companies (such theMayflower Summer Youth Project) and one-off stand-up comedy and musicevents, usually on Sunday nights, of which these are a sample:

20 Tina Mermiri: State of Play:
Theatre UK: Growing,
evolving, diverse. London:LiveAnalytics/Ticketmaster,2013: 22
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TABLE 6.2: SUNDAY NIGHT SHOWS, MAYFLOWER, SOUTHAMPTON 2014 £Jules Holland and His Rhythm & Blues Orchestra 39.00Jimmy Carr 27.00An Evening with Noel Fielding 27.00Alan Davies—Little Victories 22.00-27.00An Evening with Boycott & Aggers 23.00-25.00
6.2.4 The average annual spend per person on theatre tickets was £53 in2012. For every £10 spent on tickets,
 theatregoers also spent £3.96 on transport;
 91 per cent of them also spent £6.42 on food;
 88 per cent spent £3.96 on drinks.21
6.2.5 Significantly for Brighton and Hove as a tourist destination, 43 per centof theatregoers spent an average of £42 a head on accommodation.21
6.2.6 Chart 6.2 shows the average spend per theatre ticket, adjusted by theproportion of the audience spending in each category. It shows clearly that forevery ticket bought, theatregoers spent twice as much again on associatedgoods and services.

CHART 6.2: AVERAGE CONSUMER SPENDING BY THEATREGOERS PER TICKET SOLD 2013

Source: LiveAnalytics/Ticketmaster

21 Tina Mermiri: State of Play:
Theatre UK: Growing,
evolving, diverse. London:LiveAnalytics/Ticketmaster,2013: 24
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6.3  CINEMA

6.3.1 Cinemas no longer have a privileged position in the market for films. Inthe 1980s the cinema industry feared that video would kill off what remainedof their business, yet admissions grew by 325 per cent between 1984 and2001. Annual admissions per head of population rose from 0.95 to 2.62 duringthat period. 
6.3.2 This 16-year growth in cinema’s popularity can be attributed to twofactors:
 the development of new cinema stock, mostly multiplexes (the first of whichin the UK was built at Milton Keynes in 1985) until recent advances in digitaltechnology began to unlock the potential for more specialist sites with fewerscreens, and
 the wider appeal of films, partly due to their wider availability on video andtelevision movie channels and partly an increase in the proportion of family-friendly films, beginning with the Star Wars franchise.
6.3.3 The number of multiplexes (defined as five or more screens at a singlesite) has grown steadily, as part of the renewal cycle of the cinema infra -structure. In the decade from 2003 to 2012, the number of UK multiplex sitesgrew by 49 to a total of 288. The number of screens rose 20.7 per cent from2,362 to 2,851. A total of 18 new screens was added in 2012.22
6.3.4 The number of smaller (‘boutique’) cinema units, although in decline atthe beginning of the same period, has grown by 18.5 per cent since 2004 from406 to 481. The number of screens has increased by 50 in 2009-2012 alone toa total of 966. The net gain in screens in 2012 was 32—the first time thisfigure has ever exceeded new multiplex screens. These sites are normallylocated in town centres.
6.3.5 Fears of ‘over-screening’ have emerged recently among property marketanalysts. Savills reports over 60 cinema developments are scheduled to openbetween 2014 and 2017, with another 50+ in the early phases of planningproposals. Noting that admissions gained five per cent between 2005 and2011, whilst the number of multiplex screens increased by 22 per cent, Savillsquestions ‘how long the space race can continue’. Their report also commentson the growing importance of boutique cinemas, offering ‘a point ofdifferentiation’.23 A critical issue for the future of cinema will be the physicaldistribution of cinema sites around the country and their accessibility.
6.3.6 By mid 2014 the proportion of all cinema screens converted to digitaloperation was 95.2 per cent.24 About half of these (44 per cent in 2012) arecapable of showing 3D releases.
6.4  Cinema audiences

6.4.1 Since 2002/03 admissions have been relatively stable around anaverage of 168m a year. It could be assumed that, given current marketconditions, this plateau may represent the saturation level for cinemas. In2013 ticket sales were down four per cent from the previous year, the secondlargest drop in the past decade. Admissions in Q4 of 2013 were down 16 percent25 and in the first half of 2014 were down again by 8.4 per cent26, by far thelargest half-year fall for at least a decade, possibly since the 1970s. 
6.4.2 Average ticket sales per screen came to 45,000 in 2012 (data for thenumber of screens in 2013 is not available). Using the average ticket price of£6.54 (see 7.5 below), average takings per screen came to around £296,000.

22 BFI Statistical Yearbook
2013: 116-11723 ‘Cinemas provide boost tothe leisure sector’. Report bySavills Research. www.savills.co.uk/research_articles/173929/174431-024 IHS Screen Digest25 Mail Online, 12 February2014; www.dailymail.co.uk/money/markets/article-2557873/MARKET-REPORT-Cineworld-reeling-Britons-snub-cinema.html26 Cinema AdvertisingAssociation, April 2014
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6.4.5 Without the growth of the older audience segment since the mid 2000s,cinema admissions would have fallen to around 143m in 2013, approximatelythe level at the turn of the century. Indeed, crude linear extrapolation ofadmissions trends since that time suggests that the 15-14 age group as aproportion of the whole cinema audience will halve by 2019, while the 45+ agegroup will by then account for 45 per cent of the market. The continuingeconomic viability of cinema depends to a notable degree, therefore, onsatisfying the over-45 age group.
6.4.6 The studios, which for years had regarded the 15-24 age group as thecore market, have now realised the importance of the ‘grey pound’ and thepopularity of ‘silver screen’ shows. Films are now being made and released toappeal to this audience. Recent examples are The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel (ofwhich a sequel is now in production), Song for Marion, Quartet and Philomena. 
6.4.7 Another (still anecdotal) trend is beginning to emerge, exemplified by
The Grand Budapest Hotel, which did sell-out business at independent cinemas(in Brighton the Duke of York’s and Duke’s at the Komedia), compared withaudience sizes at the multiplexes. This suggests that the older audiences aremore discriminating in their tastes, preferring the more intimate, less

27 BFI Statistical Yearbook
2013: 16628 Cinema AdvertisingAssociation CAVIAR audienceresearch

6.4.3 Given the importance of sites over screens, average admissions per sitein 2012 were 230,000 and revenue £1,507,000. [Numbers have been roundedto avoid spurious precision.]
6.4.4 In contrast to theatre (see 6.1.3 above), the age profile of cinemagoershas been moving upwards. In 1997 the 15-24 age group accounted for 45 percent of all admissions and those aged 45 and over 14 per cent. By 2012 thishad reversed: now only 25 per cent of the audience was aged 15-24 and 56 percent were aged 45 and over.27 In fact, the 45+ age category is a relatively newintroduction (since the mid 2000s) to reflect the changing audience profile;the previous highest bracket was 35+.28 Some data sets now include acategory for 60+. ]
CHART 6.3: CINEMA AUDIENCE PROFILE BY AGE GROUP 1997-2012 

Source: BFI Statistical Yearbook 2013

NB: The latest edition ofthe BFI Statistical Yearbook
2014, published after thisreport was compiled,presents a totally differentage profile based on analternative data set, whichshows little significantvariation in age distribu -tion over time. It is worthnoting, however, that somefilms appealing to olderaudiences attracted up toeight times the share thatthe size of the age groupwould suggest. Admissionsdata are unchanged.
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impersonal atmosphere of smaller sites to the blander multi-screen cinemas.In terms of culture this might be summarised as cappuccino versus popcorn.
6.4.8 Meanwhile, 3D films are designed to appeal principally to youngeraudiences. Screenings of these films accounted for 18 per cent of gross boxoffice revenue in the UK and Ireland in both 2012 and 2013, down from 20 percent in 2011 and 24 per cent in 2010. This downward trend was also reflectedin the share of revenue for films released in both 3D and 2D versions: 3D took71 per cent of each film’s revenue in 2010, only 60 per cent in 2012.29
6.4.9 Digitisation of cinemas has opened up a new market for event cinema,big-screen relays of live theatrical productions and sporting events (Table 6.3).Although not a new idea—in Brighton the ABC and Regent cinemas screenedsatellite relays of boxing in 197230—this has now become a significant aspectof cinema programming. Leading drama, opera and ballet companies havetaken advantage of this opportunity and cinemas have usually achieved highseat occupancy rates for these screenings. Many shows are later repeated asrecordings. The number of these events has grown substantially since 2010.
6.5  Cinema revenue

6.5.1 Gross box office (GBO) revenue fell in 2013 for only the fifth time in thepast 30 years, despite an above-inflation rise in average ticket pricesAccording to the Cinema Advertising Association, since 2007/08 ticket priceshave risen by 26 per cent, or 4.4 per cent a year, compared with an averageinflation rate of 3.1 per cent.31
6.5.2 Cinemas are highly dependent on the films on offer from the ‘studios’ —a generic term that essentially means the half dozen major American-owneddistributors that have dominated UK exhibition for the past century (currentlyParamount, Sony Pictures, Twentieth Century-Fox, Universal, Walt Disney).With few exceptions, these studios also release almost all mainstream Britishproductions. US films accounted for 35.1 per cent of all UK releases in 2013but took 72.7 per cent of box office revenue. UK films backed by US studios: 2.3per cent of releases, 15.5 per cent of revenue. UK independent films: 17.6 percent of releases, 6.6 per cent of revenue. US cultural policy is critical to the fateof cinema in the UK. (British theatre, on the other hand, exports successfully.)
6.5.3 The top 20 grossing films account for 50 per cent of all revenue, the top50 take around 74 per cent of the box office. The relative success of cinemas isthus based on a small proportion of releases. If the films released in a givenyear lack audience appeal, cinema admissions fall.
6.5.4. Box office results are closely aligned with the release of major block -busters. In 2012 the top-grossing film was Skyfall, which took £102.8m andthree other films took more than £50m. The top film in 2013, Despicable Me 2,took only £47.5m and only 13 films took more than £20m, compared with 17in 2012. Overall admissions fell. The previous statement about a smallproportion of films determining box office success could be further narrowed:three or four films can make all the difference to the year’s revenue.
6.5.5 Cinema ticket prices are usually fixed and do not vary according to thefilm being shown. Premium prices for 3D screenings are now not normallyapplied. The latest figures from the Cinema Advertising Association (CAA) putthe average UK ticket price at £6.5332, although prices can vary from £3 for asenior citizen ‘silver screen’ show including tea and biscuits to over £12 inLondon’s West End cinemas. Live relays attract premium prices from £12 to£25 or more.

29 BFI Statistical Yearbook
2013: 2730 The Derby horse race wasscreened live in a Londoncinema in 1932.31 See celluloidjunkie.com/2014/05/20/daily-cinema-digest-tuesday-20-may-2014/32 Quoted in London Evening
Standard, 20 May 2014 and
Mail Online, 20 May 2014

TABLE 6.3: EVENTS SCREENEDIN UK CINEMAS 2012
2012 2013opera 52 44classical music 18 8ballet 15 17popular music 14 8musical 9 —theatre 9 14documentary 8 —film/documentary — 10sport 4 —comedy — 4awards ceremony 1 —film/documentarywith Q&A 1 —

total 131 111There appears to havebeen some revision ofclassifications in 2013 as itis known there were somefilms screenings with Q&A;these may be included asfilm/documentary.Source: Rentrak
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33 IHS Screen Digest34 Official Charts Company,British Video Association35 IHS Screen Digest, BritishVideo Association

6.5.6 Exhibitors rely heavily on concessionary sales of drinks and snacks. Ifthese are leased as separate franchises by the site owner, the exhibitor may beat a disadvantage. However, exhibitors differ in their strategies. Cineworld andOdeon tend towards their own stand-alone sites in which they can controlconcessions. Vue Entertainment tends to prefer operating in shopping malls,where fast-food franchises are available away from but adjacent to the cinema.In the proposal for the Hippodrome, catering is planned onsite as fourseparately leased franchises (see also 5.1.8-9). The cinema operator may thushave little influence over the adjacent food outlets. Similarly, the food outletsare likely to be affected by the variability of the appeal of films on show.
6.6  Possible future for cinemas

6.6.1 Despite the recovery in cinema admissions since the introduction ofhome video, cinema ceased to be the principal source of revenue from films in2001.33
6.6.2 The non-theatrical market for films continues to evolve.

6.6.2.1 Retail video sales have been in decline since reaching a peak in2004 and had fallen to 179m units worth £1,545m in 2012. Within this, themarket for feature films on video accounted for 127m units, worth £968m.34
6.6.2.2 Video rental has also fallen from the levels of the 1990s. In 2012 themarket was worth £229m from 78m transactions.35 It is unlikely to recoveras many outlets have closed.
6.6.2.3 Video-on-demand (VoD), on the other hand, has been growingsteadily. The value of television-based VoD was £121.5m in 2012, whereasonline VoD grew to £121.7m by the same date, from a standing start in2006. 

6.6.3 Total non-theatrical film revenue (video sales and rental, video-on-demand) of £1,440m in 2012 compared with gross box office cinema revenueof £1,099m.
6.6.4 Whereas the average cinema ticket price rose by 45.6 per cent in thedecade from 2004 to 2013, the average price of films on physical video (DVD)fell by 12 per cent.
6.6.5 A factor compounding uncertainty about the effect of non-theatrical filmdistribution on the future of cinema is the erosion of release windows. Eversince films were first shown on television, a time delay has been imposedbetween theatrical release and subsequent screenings in other media. Thelength of delay has been reduced and differing periods have been applied asnew distribution channels have opened up. There is now talk within theindustry of abolishing windows altogether for most media, removing thealready limited grace period that cinemas enjoy. 
6.6.6 It is impossible to assess with any degree of confidence the impact thatthe shifting pattern of consumption, especially among younger audiences, willhave on cinemagoing over the medium-to-long-term future. We demonstrateabove the clear indicators of the distinct possibility of a future slow decline incinema audiences.
6.6.7 Cinema development is not as without risk as it may have appeared forthe past decade—an outlook that may itself have contributed towards futureinstability by encouraging over-development of the infrastructure. Changes in
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audience composition, changes in the means of consumption of screenentertainment and the likely over-development of the multiplex market arefactors that must be considered when assessing the prospects for cinemadevelopment.
6.7  Prospects in Brighton and Hove

6.7.1 As Brighton and Hove already has four cinemas, it is unlikely thataddition of another cinema would add to the number of admissions orincrease the frequency of cinemagoing in the city. A cinema at the Hippodromewould cannibalise the audiences at other cinemas, primarily those of theOdeon, although there could be some negative effect on admissions at theDuke of York’s and Duke’s @ Komedia, despite their loyalty factor, especiallyfor event cinema. Cineworld is less likely to be affected, given its edge-of-townlocation and extensive car-parking facilities.
6.7.2 The data indicates, however, that there would be a market for an art-house cinema, showing classic films and world cinema and as a place toshowcase and promote local film production. At one time Brighton, almostuniquely in the UK regions, had three art-house cinemas operating (theContinentale and Paris cinemas and the Brighton Film Theatre). A smalladditional auditorium, that could also be used for more intimateperformances, lectures and meetings, would satisfy this clear and importantneed.
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36 Although once a standardmetric, the number of cinemaseats is no longer routinelypublished among industrydata; the most recent figureavailable is for 2004.37 This is based onprogramme listings for Vuecinemas; the figure is higherthan the historical average forthe UK, which is between twoand three.38 UK Theatres data for2013/14. Privatecommunication.39 Averages for cross-sectionof Vue cinemas in England.40 BFI Research and StatisticsUnit: ‘The UK box office in2013’, revised release 25February 2014.

7  Revenuepotential
7.1 The sustainability of the Hippodrome for either cinema or liveperformance will depend on the level of revenue that can be generated.Because of the range of variables that would apply, we have used a set ofassumptions based on industry ‘norms’ or rules-of-thumb,
7.2  Seating capacity
7.2.1 Based on the cinema plans submitted with the planning application, weare assuming 1,000 seats between the eight screens.
7.2.2 For live performance, we assume the number of seats from the plansprepared by Foster Wilson Architects and, because of the variations betweendifferent configurations, adopt a round figure of 1,500 seats for the mainauditorium.
7.3  Seat occupancy
7.3.1 Historically cinema seat occupancy has rarely risen above 25 per cent.Some recent reports have suggested the rate could be as low as 15 per cent36. 
7.3.2 The rule-of-thumb for theatre seat occupancy is 65 per cent.
7.4  Frequency of performances
7.4.1 We assume the cinema would operate 364 days a year, each screenhaving 3.5 performances a day.37
7.4.2 For live performance we assume 280 days (40 weeks) a year and oneperformance daily. Another six weeks may be accounted for by get-in time. Inany given week, around 20-22 per cent of UK theatres are dark.38
7.5  Ticket pricesBased on data from other cinemas and theatres,
7.5.1 the cinema ticket price range is likely to be from £5.50 to £9.95, with anaverage of £7.60.39 To be fairly consistent with theatre prices, however, wehave used the national average of £6.54.40 The cinema prices exclude thepremium charges for event cinema shows;
7.5.2 theatre ticket prices vary much more and can be as high as £125 forpremium seats in West End theatres. For the typical shows that wouldpopulate the Hippodrome we would expect a range of £15.00 to £50.00. Webase our estimates on the national average yield per ticket (excluding WestEnd) of £22.34
7.5.3 Because Brighton and Hove is a relatively affluent city we would expectboth the cinema and theatre average ticket prices to be underestimates. Thiswould be particularly the case for theatre if and when Brighton becomes moreof an entertainment/cultural hub for the region as a result of restoration of theHippodrome for live performance.
7.6  Producer/distributor share
7.6.1 Again the share of box office revenue that goes to the film distributor ortheatrical producer can vary considerably, especially the latter, according tothe arrangements for individual productions and may vary over the run of anindividual title. 
7.6.2 In particular, the split in cinema revenue has been undergoing changesbecause of the introduction of the Virtual Print Fee (VPF). This is effectively a
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short-term subsidy from distributors to exhibitors to assist with theintroduction of digital technology into cinemas, while distributors savesubstantially on the much reduced cost of handling digital prints comparedwith photographic prints. The distributors require the details of VPFarrangements to remain confidential, so it is not possible to estimate whateffect they have on cinema finances and therefore viability. When the balanceof savings has evened out, it can be expected that the VPF will be reducedand/or removed. Virtually all UK cinemas have now been converted to digitaloperation.
7.6.3 We use industry rules-of-thumb for revenue splits:
 the film distributor will receive roughly 25-30 per cent—say, 27 per cent,41
 the theatrical producer 65-70 per cent—say, 67 per cent.
7.7 Based on these assumptions, we have modelled basic comparativerevenue streams for the Hippodrome based on cinema and live performance.As the critical variable is seat occupancy, this has been calculated with a rangeof values, the industry rule-of-thumb being highlighted.TABLE 7.1: CINEMA REVENUE MODELLED
a seating capacity 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
b days in use 364 364 364 364 364
c shows a day 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
d seat occupancy % 20 25 30 40 50
e total ticket sales 000s 254.8 318.5 382.2 509.6 637.0
f per screen 000s 31.9 39.8 47.8 63.7 79.6
g average ticket price £ 6.54 6.54 6.54 6.54 6.54
h min ticket price £ 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50
i max ticket price £ 9.95 9.95 9.95 9.95 9.95
j typical revenue £000 1,666.4 2,083.0 2,499.6 3,332.8 4,166.0
k average take/show £ 1,308 1,635 1,962 2,616 3,270
l distributor cut % 27 27 27 27 27
m net revenue £000 1,216.5 1,520.6 1,824.7 2,432.9 3,041.2
e = (a x b x c)/d
f = e/8 (number of proposed screens)
j = e x g
m = j - (j x l/100)TABLE 7.2: THEATRE REVENUE MODELLED
a seating capacity 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
b days in use 280 280 280 280 280
c shows a day* 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
d seat occupancy % 50 60 65 70 75
e total ticket sales 000s 252.0 302.4 337.6 352.8 403.2
g average ticket price £ 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00
h min ticket price £ 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00
i max ticket price £ 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
j typical revenue £000 5,544.0 6,652.8 7,207.2 7,761.6 8,870.4
k average take/show £000 16.5 19.8 21.5 23.1 26.4
l producer cut % 67 67 67 67 67
m net revenue £000 1,829.5 1,195.4 2,378.4 2,561.3 2,927.2
e = (a x b x c)/d
j = e x g
m = j - (j x l/100)

41 This figure is also given forindependent film distributioncompanies’ share of revenuein ‘Submission to theIndependent Review ofIntellectual Property andGrowth’, London: IntellectualProperty Office, March 2011.www.ipo.gov.uk/ipreview-c4e-sub-icon.pdf
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7.8 Based on these rule-of-thumb figures, it is clear that live performance ofthe kind envisaged for the Hippodrome would yield considerably more thanthe cinema screens. At the baseline rule-of-thumb seat occupancy rates of 25per cent for cinema and 65 per cent for theatre, the model shows that theatre
yields 56 per cent more revenue per year than cinema. Even moving onestep more positive to 30 per cent occupancy for cinema and one step morenegative to 60 per cent for theatre leaves the latter still 20 per cent ahead.
7.9 However, these calculations are necessarily crude and should be read withcaution. Some producers/touring companies would not want to work on thebasis of a simple split but would demand more complex financialarrangements, perhaps including a guarantee or first call on revenue. A newtheatre may be at a disadvantage in this respect in its initial phase, althoughthis could be mitigated if the operator is already a major theatre operator thatcan negotiate terms for touring productions on a national basis.
7.10 Running costs would be significantly greater for theatre than cinema.Theatres require marketing on an individual basis, compared with cinemas,which rely on national advertising for the short period while films are ongeneral release (a factor that works again showing anything but currentreleases). It may be assumed, however, that building maintenance and cleaningcosts would be broadly similar.
7.11 Moreover, live performance requires a larger staff than cinema(generating employment), in particular to operate and maintain the morecomplex technical facilities. In the case of the Hippodrome, the actual numbersmay partly depend on whether it could be operated in tandem with theTheatre Royal. 
7.12 The mix of other activities and uses of the building are more difficult tomodel. In the case of the proposed cinema operation catering would be run byfranchises on separate leases, the value of which would be negotiated with theowner. Fragmentation of leases would a potentially serious issue for re-
use of the building if the current application wre approved
7.13 It may be expected that the theatre management would wish to retainbars and snack catering under its own control. It is not envisaged that atheatre would include any further catering facilities. However, revenue fromfood and drink would make a substantial contribution to the theatre’s income,as would sales of merchandise, tours of the building, daytime and ‘dark’ periodlets, etc.
7.14 OBH is preparing a business plan with revenue and profit & lossforecasts that will provide considerably more detail.
7.15 Ways of improving footfall in the Middle Street area during the daywould need to be explored for theatre use to work in the best interests ofreviving the Old Town area. As well as theatrical matinees, which aretraditionally held on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, there would bepossibilities for daytime use of the theatre and during any ‘dark’ weeks in theschedule, that could add to the revenue stream. Obvious examples areconferences, presentations, workshops, meetings. These opportunities wouldneed to be marketed within the relevant market sectors. A second, smallauditorium could add considerably to the possibilities (see 5.8).
7.16 Considerable attention would be paid to the environmental impact andsustainability of the Hippodrome theatre complex to contain ongoing costs,through such measures as recycling, control of print production, low-energy
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lighting and hygiene facilities (taps, hand dryers), control of water usage(aiming for ISO 14001 certification, the international standard forenvironment management). See also 5.10.
7.17 It is noted that BHCC deemed an Environmental Impact Assessment(EIA) was not needed for the site under the current planning proposal as thearea fell short of the 0.5 hectare at which an EIA becomes mandatory.
7.18 The shortfall was 36m2, or 0.7 per cent below the threshold. This couldwell be within the margin of error of measurement of the site. The site plan onwhich measurement was based (drawing no AP200_SK70) was not includedwith the online planning application. It is possible that Dukes Lane, which is anintegral part of the application, was not included as reports of the sale ofDukes Lane and the Hippodrome site by Derwent to Cheval Properties in 2007gave the site area as 60,000 sq.ft42. This translates as 0.55 hectare—10 percent above the threshold. We believe an EIA should be carried out.
7.19 Funding would be sought from (eg) Arts Council England, the AndrewLloyd Webber Foundation and the SITA Trust for cultural and communityprogrammes once the theatre restoration is assured. Potential commercialusers that have already declared an interest in using the theatre include NewSussex Opera and the Brighton Early Music Festival.

Our
Brighton
Hippodrome

42 See, for example, Estates
Gazette 742:48 13 October2007
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CINEMA CONVERSION

8.1 The JAA report initially puts the cost of conversion to cinema use at£13.4m but later at £21.4m. It is not clear whether this would or would notinclude fit-out costs of the cinema, which the report says would be undertakenby Vue Entertainment at £4.5m. If this is not included in the developmentcosts, the total cost of conversion to cinema use could be £25.9m. It isimpossible to know which figure, if any, is correct.
8.2 It is not possible to assess the Alaska proposal’s cost structure and wetake it as read that detailed costings have been submitted in confidence toBHCC. Nonetheless, it must be noted that BHCC did not ask the District ValuerService (DVS) to appraise the viability of cinema conversion at theHippodrome as well as the theatre option. It is not clear whether this wasbecause the relevant information was not available, because BHCC did notwant to risk a negative assessment, because of a desire to keep outgoing feesto the DVS to a minimum, or because of a simple oversight. For whateverreason, there has been no independent assessment of the viability of the
cinema proposal.
THEATRE RESTORATION

8.3 The strategy for restoration as a live performance venue is based on OurBrighton Hippodrome (OBH), as a not-for-profit charitable community body,preparing the business plan with assistance and guidance from experiencedtheatre operators and The Theatres Trust, and on that basis would raise thecapital required for restoration. At some point an alliance would be formedwith a commercial partner, which is likely to be the preferred operator of therestored Hippodrome.
8.4 Preliminary costs for restoration of the Hippodrome for live performanceprepared by quantity surveyors Burnley Wilson Fish in April 2014 suggest acost of £12m, plus £3.6m for design reserve, 10 per cent contingency andprofessional fees, but excluding site acquisition costs, inflation, client costs andVAT.43 If a deferral of the planning application is granted the theatre proposalswill be further developed and costed in more detail.
8.5 These costs include the necessary work in upgrading the stage housingand the construction of a new scene dock at the rear of the building.
8.6 This compares with the unsubstantiated estimated cost in the JAA reportof £21.0m for a theatre of 1,500 seats, £17.6m for 1,300 seats and £16.4m forone with the entirely arbitrary 1,127 seating capacity. None of these figures issupported by detailed costings and are assumed to be based on a crude costper seat, as all the three costings average approximately £14,000 per seat. Thisis a wildly unreliable and inaccurate way of calculating theatre constructioncosts as there is a significant variation in per-seat costing depending on thetype of theatre and between new build and refurbishment.
8.7 Although substantial, the restoration costs for live performance must

43 Burnley Wilson Fish,quantity surveyors, andTheatreplan for FosterWilson Architects, March2014
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clearly be lower than the comparable cost of cinema conversion, as the amountof intervention is considerably less than the major alterations involved in thecinema proposal. It is also likely, therefore, to take less time, so the revenuefrom live performance can come on-stream earlier in the project.
8.8  Funding restoration

8.8.1 The JAA report asserted that ‘If grant aid were available to subsidise therestoration costs of the Hippodrome, the viability equation could be different.Our research indicates that such public support is extremely unlikely intoday’s economic climate, which would make it unreasonable to defer aplanning decision on the future of the Hippodrome in the hope of futurechanges in direction by the major funding bodies.’
8.8.2 We find it difficult, if not impossible, to imagine what research couldjustify such a conclusion, which is intended to put pressure on BHCC against adeferral. Stating that restoration for live performance would be impossiblebecause no individual funding source would be adequate to finance it betraysan ignorance about how such projects can be and are conventionally funded.
8.9  Portfolio funding

8.9.1 Theatre restoration projects are almost always achieved by creating aportfolio of funding sources. Principal potential sources of funding that havepreviously supported theatre venture are listed but the following is notexhaustive. OBH is now in the process of approaching these.
8.9.1.1 Heritage Enterprise Fund/Heritage Lottery FundThis is likely to be the keystone source of funding (see 8.11 below).hlf.org.uk/HowToApply/programmes/Pages/Heritage_Enterprise.asp
8.9.1.2 Architectural Heritage FundThis may fund the feasibility study stage. It also administers the ChallengeFund for Historic Buildings at Risk, which has £1m over five years fromeach of the Andrew Lloyd Webber Foundation and English Heritage. Openonly to registered charities, it aims to support Grade I and Grade II* listedbuildings at risk with capital grants up to £200,000 per project, whichmust include ‘a viable and sustainable end use for the building, benefitingthe wider community. It is expected that funding for projects from theChallenge Fund will act as "pump-priming" money, encouraging financialsupport from other public and charitable sector funding bodies.’ahfund.org.uk/grants.phpandrewlloydwebberfoundation.com/the-architectural-heritage-fundenglish-heritage.org.uk/about/news/challengefund/
8.9.1.3 The Foyle FoundationThe main grants scheme funds projects ‘to make the arts more accessibleby developing new audiences’ and ‘building projects that improve or re-equip exisisting arts venues’. It will ‘consider applications for core funding(but generally only from smaller organisations or from those notreceiving recurrent revenue fudning from the Arts Council or local autho -rities’. Gave total of £300,000 to Chichester Festival Theatre’s restoration.Other recent theatre restoration/regeneration projects:Birmingham Hippodrome Theatre Trust* 2012 £50,000Brighton Dome and Festival 2012 £65,000Bristol Old Vic 2012 £250,000Chichester Festival Theatre* 2013 £150,000

continued
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Liverpool Everyman Theatre 2013 £250,000New Theatre Royal, Portsmouth* 2012 £100,000Nofit State Circus, Cardiff 2011 £100,000Rambert Trust 2011 £200,0002012 £200,000Royal National Theatre 2013 £150,000Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama 2011 £125,000Sam Wanamaker Playhouse, London 2013 £150,000Scottish Opera, Glasgow 2013 £125,000Sheffield Theatres Trust 2011 £75,000Sherman Cymru, Cardiff* 2011 £100,000Theatre Royal, Plymouth 2013 £150,000It has also funded creation and touring of productions and minoramounts for fittings and updating facilities.*see also 8.9.1.7foylefoundation. org. uk/ main-grants-scheme-arts/
8.9.1.4 Garfield Weston FoundationMakes grants to about 1,500 charities a year in the arts sector. Majorgrants are from £100,000 upwards.garfieldweston.org/what-we-do/#arts
8.9.1.5 The Hintze Family Charitable FoundationSupports various charitable ends, including the arts and culture, from anincome in excess of £5m a year.opencharities.org/charities/1101842
8.9.1.6 Andrew Lloyd Webber FoundationRecent grants have been made to The Roundhouse, Camden and theTheatre Royal Stratford East, London. (See also 8.9.1.2 and 8.9.1.10.)andrewlloydwebberfoundation.com
8.9.1.7 The Monument TrustSupports arts and heritage projects. Made grants totalling £9.9m in2012/13. Theatre projects supported in 2012/13:Birmingham Hippodrome Theatre Trust* £220,000Chichester Festival Theatre* £1,500,000Hackney Empire £280,000New Theatre Royal Portsmouth* £250,000Scottish Opera £500,000Sherman Cymru* £20,000Swan Theatre, Worcester £41,600Workington Theatre Royal £28,100*see also 8.9.1.3We have been specifically informed that we can identify this SainsburyFamily charity as a potential funding source.sfct.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/2013-Monument-accounts.pdf
8.9.1.8 SITA TrustA community improvement programme for buildings and projects withinthree miles of a SITA landfill site. The Hippodrome is within three miles ofthe SITA landfill site at Sheepcote Valley. Although grants are usually forrelative small amounts to help community projects, it provided £500,000towards the restoration of Wilton’s Music Hall in London’s East End.However, this could be the source for funding for development ofcommunity-related activities at the restored Hippodrome.sitatrust.org.uk
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8.9.1.9 The Wolfson Foundation‘Capital projects may be eligible where they include restoration orconservation work to the historic fabric of buildings that are listed eitherGrade I or II*.’ Funding for theatre projects has been given to Ballet Cymru, Newport 2013 £20,000Bristol Old Vic Theatre School 2013 £100,000Citizens Theatre, Glasgow 2012 £25,000Donmar Warehouse, London 2012 £113,000English National Opera, London 2012 £25,000Leeds Grand Theatre 2008 £50,000The Place, London 2013 £20,000Roundhouse, London 2012 £17,000Royal Court Theatre, London 2013 £80,000Sadler’s Wells Theatre, London 2013 £75,000Shakespeare’s Globe, London 2009 £75,000Soho Theatre, London 2013 £22,000Theatre Royal, Plymouth 2012 £98,000wolfson.org.uk/funding/arts-and-humanities/
8.9.1.10 Theatres Protection FundA Theatres Trust-administered fund of £25,000 a year each from theAndrew Lloyd Webber Foundation and Judy Craymer MBE for five yearsfrom 2012 to provide capital funding for theatres at risk.theatrestrust.org.uk/grants
8.9.1.11 The Gannett FoundationFor longer-term consideration, the Gannett Foundation makes awards forsubstantial projects by registered charities in areas where Gannett,parent company of Newsquest Media Group, publishes newspapers; thisincludes The Argus and Brighton & Hove Leader. Awards are for a creativeapproach to education and neighbourhood improvements, youthdevelopment, environmental conservation and cultural enrichment, etc.theargus.co.uk/yourargus/gannettfoundation/

8.9.2 To illustrate the way portfolio funding is achieved, we cite two typicalrecent examples of the complete packages for theatre restoration at the NewTheatre Royal, Portsmouth and Chichester Festival Theatre.
8.9.2.1 Chichester Festival Theatre’s Renew project has received principalfunding (over £100,000 each) towards its £22m+ budget from Arts CouncilEngland, Chichester District Council, Sir Vernon and Lady Ellis, FoyleFoundation (£300,000), Garfield Weston Foundation, Heritage Lottery Fund(£1.2m), Monument Trust, Denise Patterson, Roddick Foundation, LadySainsbury of Turville, West Sussex County Council, Wolfson Foundation,Lord and Lady Young. In addition there have been 19 donors of £50,000+,nine of £25,000+ and 64 giving £5,000+; this indicates that at least £1.5mwas raised from ‘smaller’ donations.
8.9.2.2 New Theatre Royal, Portsmouth has received funding from ArtsCouncil England, Brittany Ferries, Condor Office Solutions, Coutts & Co, TheFoyle Foundation, Hampshire Chamber of Commerce, Hampshire CountyCouncil, Garfield Weston Foundation, Heritage Lottery Fund, HornpipeTheatre’s Trust, Joyce Fletcher Charitable Trust, Mary Rose Trust,Monument Trust, Parity Trust, Partnership for Urban South Hampshire,Portsmouth City Council, Portsmouth Football Club, Southern Cooperative,Strand Harbour Management, Trefoil Trust, University of Portsmouth,Wolfson Foundation.
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8.9.3 Work on recruiting such support will obviously require full-timeprofessional activity. Funding for this stage of the project may be obtainablefrom (eg) the Heritage Lottery Fund or the Architectural Heritage Fund.
8.10  DilapidationsThe Alaska planning application refers to a £3.5m contribution that has beenagreed by leaseholders LiveNation for building dilapidations. We assume thiscould be available to any organisation that took over the existing lease as asignificant contribution to funding.
8.11  Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)

8.11.1 Preliminary contacts with HLF about applying to the HeritageEnterprise (HE) Fund, which makes grants of up to £5m, have been positive.Priority is given to ‘projects that focus on heritage assets which are bothconsidered to be ‘at risk’ [and] formally designated (e.g. listed . . . or in aconservation area’. The Hippodrome satisfies all these criteria. The applicantmust be a not-for-profit community organisation, as which Our BrightonHippodrome qualifies, and for larger projects may work with a commercialpartner.
8.11.2 The Hippodrome project would satisfy all the outcomes required forHE funding:
 heritage will be better managed and in better condition;
 people will have developed skills and learned about heritage;
 environmental impacts will be reduced;
 the local area/community will be a better place to live, work or visit;
 the local economy will be boosted.Direct contact with Heritage Lottery Fund confirms this would give anapplication for theatre restoration a reasonable prospect of acceptance. 
8.12 Community funding

8.12.1 Crowdfunding is an option towards a funding portfolio. Six-figure sumshave been raised in this way.
8.12.2 Sponsorship would be sought, including contributions from wealthypatrons and smaller sums for (eg) sponsoring a seat in the auditorium.
8.12.3 A community share issue would be considered. This is a strategy beingused for the restoration of Hastings Pier with a target of £3.5m. It would besuitable towards the community ownership share of the project. (Seecommunityshares.org.uk.) Share issues can benefit investors if made under theEnterprise Investment Scheme (EIS).
8.13  Public Works Loan Board (PWLB)

8.13.1 It has been suggested from within the city council that a funding modelsimilar to that used for Brighton’s i360 project may be possible andappropriate. That involved an application in 2014 to the Public Works LoanBoard by Brighton & Hove City Council on behalf of the West Pier Trust, acharitable foundation. The loan was then passed on to the Trust at a morecommercial rate to be repaid from revenue from leasing the i360. 
8.13.2 This strategy would require the co-operation of the city council. Thereis no reason to assume this would not be forthcoming, given a satisfactoryviability report of capital costs and financial sustainability, backed with asound business plan and marketing strategy. The restored Hippodrome would
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be a substantial addition to the city’s cultural, entertainment and heritageinfrastructure.
8.13.3 It must be recognised that PWLB makes loans and not grants. Thecapital and interest would have to be repaid. Nonetheless, this could be part ofthe funding mix. Charitable grants are clearly the preferred option.
8.14  Coastal Communities Fund aims to encourage the economicdevelopment of UK coastal communities by funding sustainable economicgrowth and jobs. At the time of writing the fund was closed for applicationsand there are no current plans for future funding rounds.
8.15  European Union funding is available under various programmes, inparticular to safeguard and enhance cultural heritage. Through the RegionalDevelopment Fund €3.2bn has been invested between 2007 and 2013 andfunding levels are expected to be higher in 2014-2020—eg, through theEuropean Structural and Investment Funds. Some funding is available forcross-border co-operation on cultural projects. Because of the Hippodrome’srare potential for circus performance, collaboration with the Theatre360group may qualify.
8.16  An indicative construction budget is given as a guide to the potentialway in which the project finance may be arranged. This will be refined andexpanded as the project and the business plan develop.TABLE 8.1: INDICATIVE CONSTRUCTION BUDGET
Project costs £Lease acquisition peppercornconstruction cost 13,198,000increased costs (inflation @ 16%) 2,112,000professional fees @18% 2,656,000project management 100,000legal costs/party walls 30,000subtotal 18,196,000VAT @ say 10% 1,819,000total, say 20,000,000
Funded by £dilapidations 3,500,000Heritage Enterprise Fund 5,000,000trusts and foundations 5,000,000private donations 1,000,000Public Works Loan Board 4,000,000European funding 1,000,000crowd funding 500,000total 20,000,000
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9.1  Cinema

9.1.1 We presume that if the Hippodrome were to be converted into a cinema,it would broadly follow the proposal in the planning application developed byAlaska and submitted to Brighton and Hove City Council by Indigo on behalf ofKuig Property Investments. As those plans already exist and can be assumed tomeet the requirements and preferences of the potential exhibitor, no furtherinvestigation of that option is required other than to interrogate its true
viability.
9.1.2 At the time of writing we believe that no contract exists between thefreeholder and the prospective exhibitor, Vue Entertainment. The applicationalso includes four restaurants (although the plans as submitted do not appearto include any kitchens or food preparation spaces). Similarly, we are notaware of any contracts with potential franchisees. 
9.1.3 Concerns have been expressed by the local Residents’ Association,which we share, about the extent of excavation that the cinema scheme callsfor below the existing ground level. These concerns are partly about thepresence of springs and wells that may exist below the Hippodrome site andabout the potential effect of excavating into the layer of shingle that is believedto lie not far below ground level.
9.1.4 If this excavation were to be permitted, it is imperative when monitoringfor building regulation purposes that neither the size of the cavity that wouldbe created, nor the vibration caused by the removal of such a volume ofmaterial, could in any way weaken the structure. Unless absolute assurancesand guarantees of complete restoration of any harm caused can be given to theauthority by the developer to that effect, the scheme should not be permitted.
9.2 Theatre

9.2.1 The way ahead for a Hippodrome project based on live performance willdepend on whatever arrangements are made between the owner, thedeveloper, the leaseholder, the potential new management and Our BrightonHippodrome. At the time of writing this is still to be explored.
9.2.2 If the developer has the finance in place to convert the building into amulti-screen cinema and restaurants, based on forecasts of a revenue streamfrom tenants, careful consideration should be given to the relative strengthsand sustainability of revenue streams from the cinema versus live perfor -mance. If the live performance stream is at least as substantial, it should be
the preferred option as the capital costs are lower, the restoration time likelyto be shorter, the degree of intervention in the listed building and risks offurther harm to the asset minimised.
9.2.3 Our Brighton Hippodrome is developing a business plan to complementthis viability study.
9.3  Public support

9.3.1 Social media data shows that public support is overwhelmingly infavour of theatre restoration by a substantial margin and growing.
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TABLE 9.1: PUBLIC SUPPORT ON SOCIAL MEDIA44
Facebook Twitter

likes followersBrighton Hippodrome Restoration (developer’s) 116 184Our Brighton Hippodrome 2,486 490Save the Brighton Hippodrome (earlier campaign) 5,114 —
9.3.2 Our Brighton Hippodrome’s street petition collected 2,921 signatures.The OBH petition to BHCC and English Heritage on 38 Degrees had 8,663signatures at the time of submission with the street petition to the planningcommittee on 15 July 2014, making a total of 11,584; it had 9,730 when sub -mitted to English Heritage on 2 September 2014, making a total of 12,655. 44
9.3.3 OBH’s petition on 38 Degrees asking the Secretary of State to call in thecurrent planning application had 2,722 signatures when submitted on 31August 2014.
9.4  Energy and financial waste

9.4.1 If it is considered desirable that a cinema conversion should bereversible, it makes little sense to allow cinema conversion on the basis ofreverting to theatre use when there is the possibility of restoration as a theatrefrom the start. Even if it were possible, which it isn’t (see 5.1.7-5.1.12),reversion to theatre use following conversion to cinema would be wasteful offinancial and energy resources.
9.4.2 Reverting from cinema to theatre would cost at least half as muchagain—perhaps twice as much—as the cinema conversion. This makes littlesense in a period of austerity.
9.4.3 Considerably more energy would be expended on converting thebuilding than was invested in the original construction of the building.Removing the cinema elements to restore the building to asemblance of itscurrent state would involve at least as much energy again. In heritageconservation this unnecessary waste is an important criterion. 
9.5 Asset of Community Value

9.5.1 OBH nominated the Hippodrome and Hippodrome House for listing byBHCC as an asset of community value (ACV). The Localism Act 2011 states thatland or a building is of community value if, in the opinion of the local authority,it has ‘furthered the social wellbeing or interests of the local community’ in therecent past and ‘it is realistic to think that there is a time in the next five years’when it could do so. Unfortunately, the Act does not define ‘the recent past’,leaving it entirely to the local authority’s arbitrary opinion.
9.5.2 BHCC agreed that the Hippodrome did promote the social interests andwellbeing of the local community from its opening in 1897 until it closed as abingo hall in 2006 and was therefore eligible for listing. However, the councildecided that because the building has not been in use for the past seven yearswhile efforts were being made to arrange its restoration as a music venue, ithad not served the community ‘in the recent past’. Therefore, it was notnecessary even to consider whether it might do so in the future. 
9.5.3 The principal reason for the failure of the plans to create a music venuewas not a failure to ‘find funding’, as the council states in its decision, but thecouncil’s opposition in principle to any application for late-night licensing,which alone caused the leaseholder to withdraw from further development. 
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44 All figures as at 2September 2014
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1London Gazette 5 September1899: 55462http://iceskatingresources.org/Ice&RefrigerationSystems.pdf3London Gazette 28 July 1899:46634London Gazette 17 November1899: 69105London Gazette 17 October1902: 6588

Appendix AHippodrome timeline1897Building opens as the Real Ice-skating Rink, designed by Lewis Karslake.1899The National Skating Association holds its first international-style competition at therink.1
July 28 Notice is published that Brighton Real Ice Skating Palace Ltd will be struck offthe Companies Register in three months.2
September 5 Partnership of Thomas Barrasford and Frederic Baugh, Music hallproprietors and managers at the Tivoli Theatre of Varieties, Leeds, Alhambra MusicHall , Kingston-upon-Hull and elsewhere, is dissolved.3
November 17 Brighton Real Ice Skating Palace Ltd is struck off the CompaniesRegister.41901Frank Matcham (left) is commissioned to redesign the interior of the building as a‘hippodrome’ with a large circular arena for circus performances.
August 28 Hippodrome Theatre and Circus opens, with circus acts in the arenaduring the first half of the programme, then variety acts on the proscenium stage inthe second half.1902
March 8 Local gentlemen E W Barnett and H W Izod play table tennis for £50 a side ina cage with 11 lions. The balls are distributed among the audience afterwards.
September Hippodrome is to be auctioned by order of mortgagees. Tom Barrasford,proprietor of music halls in the north of England, takes over the building, by nowcalled the Hippodrome. He moves his headquarters to Hippodrome House, wherehe and his wife will also live.
October 8 Partnership of Thomas Barrasford and Weldon Watts, theatre and musichall proprietors at the Tivoli Theatre, Edinburgh and the Empire Theatre ofVarieties, Bristol, is dissolved.5
autumn Barrasford commissions Matcham to redesign the interior of theHippodrome as a variety theatre with a proscenium stage, retaining the circularauditorium but with additional seating in the central arena facing the stage.
autumn Tom and Maud Barrasford also take over the 1,250-seat Empire Theatre ofVarieties in New Road, Brighton, which later becomes the Court Cinema and laterstill the Paris Cinema.
December 22 The Hippodrome music hall opens. Barrasford introduces twice-nightlyvariety, which he has pioneered in Leeds.1903
April 16 Duke and Duchess of Fife, the king’s sister and brother-in-law, attend.
June Tom Barrasford arranges a day out in Brighton for 1,000 children from Hoxton,London.Christmas production, a ‘zoological and aquatic spectacle’, features 15 ‘plunging’elephants.1904
September 16 Notice of dissolution of Brighton Hippodrome Ltd.6
November 18 Private reception for Jesefa and Rosa Blayek, the conjoined ‘Bohemiantwins’, is attended by 100 medical men, headed by Sir Joseph Ewart, three timesmayor of Brighton.
November Capt Lascelles Davidson demonstrates the colour photography system hehas developed with Dr Benjamin Jumeaux. Their laboratory is at 20 Middle Street,across the road from the Hippodrome.
December 5-10 Harry Houdini tops the bill with several other American acts.
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1905
January 13 Brighton Hippodrome Ltd joint stock company dissolved. 1906
January Maud Barrasford buys the Devil’s Dyke pleasure grounds, north of Brighton.She (later) runs a bus service up to the Dyke from the Court Cinema in New Road.1909Film presentations use the Barrascope and include local newsreels and JamesWilliamson films, made in Hove.1910
February 1 Tom Barrasford dies at his home, Hippodrome House, adjacent to thetheatre.
June 14 Notice of action against Maud Barrasford, executrix of the deceased, byThomas Pacey.7The theatre is sold to Variety Theatres Controlling Company (VTCC) of Walter deFrece, owner of a chain of music halls, most of them called Hippodrome.1911
May 29-June 3 Male impersonator Vesta Tilley is the star turn. She is married toHippodrome owner Walter de Frece.Films are still included on the bill.1913
January 23 Actor-musician Auguste van Biene dies on stage while performing thecello recital at the end of act two of his melodrama The Master Musician.
April 7 Mrs Maud Barrasford is still living at Hippodrome House and running theDyke Hotel.1914
July 1 During the three days that the Royal Navy’s First Battle Squadron is offBrighton, 2,500 petty officers and men are entertained to dinner in Brighton andHove and to matinees at the Hippodrome and Palace Pier. Meanwhile, the 150officers are invited to a ball at the Royal Pavilion.During the war, W H (Billy) Boardman, manager of the Hippodrome, plays an activerole in sending concert parties to entertain front-line troops in France. Walter deFrece is knighted after the war for his contribution to this effort.1915Architect J Emblin Walker makes changes to the auditorium and stage house.1916
February 6 Short religious service is held in the Hippodrome, with an address by theArchdeacon of Hastings, following a march by 2,000 armlet wearers along Brightonseafront.
July 12 Lecture by socialist Ben Tillett in favour of the war aims is chaired by FieldMarshall Lord French, Commander-in-Chief of the Home Forces, who had inspectedthe 1st Battalion of the Sussex Volunteer Regiment at the Royal Pavilion.1923
June 14 Gala night as part of the Brighton Carnival, ‘the biggest and fullest carnivalever seen in this country’.
June 23 Maud Barrasford still producing music hall acts, eg Dream Stars, with JohnBlackburn Taylor.8
August 17 ‘Madame Pavlova’s visit  to Brighton Hippodrome has been cancelled.’
August Benefit performance for the Royal Sussex County Hospital and the VarietyArtistes’ Benevolent Fund and Institution raises £820.Lawrence Olivier, age 17, makes his stage debut here and, according to legend, trips onhis entrance. This is probably apocryphal.

6London Gazette 16 September1904: 59887London Gazette 14 June 1910:42148London Gazette 26 June 19234467
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1928
May The Hippodrome is acquired by Gaumont-British Picture Corporation (GBPC),along with the Court Cinema.1929
February 3-June 23 Films are screened at the Hippodrome on Sundays duringrestoration of GBPC’s Regent Cinema after a fire. Theatres are not allowed by law toopen on Sundays, but cinemas are (in Brighton only, not in Hove).1934
December 17-22 Lord John Sanger’s Circus and Menagerie is probably the last circusto appear at the Hippodrome. It is possible that the photographs of elephantsarriving at Brighton station and parading down Middle Street are of this event.1941
December 8-13 Max Miller tops the bill at the Hippodrome for the first time.1942
February 10 Hippodrome Ball, 19:30-00:30 in aid of the Variety Artists BenevolentFund and Institution; dancing to Regent Dance Bands and Billy Cotton & His Band,etc. Single ticket 7/6, double ticket 12/6, ‘dress optional’.
December 8 Henry Hall & His Band in residence for the week. Henry Hall’s Guest

Night is broadcast live by the BBC during the second house Tuesday. Several showsare broadcast from the Hippodrome during the war. 
December 25–January 30 Bertram Montague’s second Brighton pantomime Aladdin

and His Wonderful Lamp, with Jill Manners ‘and a cast of seventy’. The pantobecomes a fixture of the Hippodrome’s year until 1964/65.1962Pop music shows on Sunday nights become regular about now, eg:
October 14 Little Richard, Sam Cooke, Jet Harris & The Jetblacks, Breakways, SoundsIncorporated, Bob Bain (compere).1963
June 2 20:00  The Beatles and Roy Orbison (special guest), with Gerry and thePacemakers, David Macbeth, Louise Cordet, Erkey Grant, Ian Crawford, Terry YoungSix, Tony Marsh (compere).1964
July 12 20:00  The Beatles return. George Harrison, driving a new Jaguar E-type, hadbeen in a minor road accident in New Kings Road, London on his way to Brighton.10
July 19 The Rolling Stones, with Marty Wilde, Kenny Lynch and Julie Grant in support.
October 11 The Rolling Stones return.
October 25 Third and final twice-nightly show by The Beatles.
October The last weekly show is believed to be by the Moiseyev Folk Dance Companyfrom Russia, presented by Victor Hochhauser.
November 1 The last Sunday pop show stars The Animals and Carl Perkins. Theperformance by The Nashville Teens is filmed for Be My Guest (see April 1965), asmay have been The Plebs, who were on the bill and in the film.
December 21 The Frog Prince is the last pantomime at the Hippodrome, which closesafter the run.1965
April Release of the pop music film Be My Guest. Scenes had been shot in theauditorium and back stage—the only known footage of the Hippodrome interior.Brighton County Borough Corporation considers acquisition to secure the future of thebuilding but decides against. The Corporation’s Planning Committee reportedlyfavours demolition to build a multi-storey car park. Rank Organisation’s Mecca Bingo acquires the Hippodrome and re-opens it as a bingohall.

9 beatlesbible.com10 EH list entry number1381793
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1985
December 20 English Heritage gives the Hippodrome Grade II* listed status.102006
August 8 Mecca bingo hall closes.2007The freehold of the Hippodrome, Hippodrome House and land to the rear is acquiredby Cheval Properties. A lease is granted to Academy Music Group to restore thebuilding for live music. The ownership is later transferred to Kuig PropertyInvestments No 6 Limited, a company based in Jersey.2009The Hippodrome is included on The Theatres Trust list of Theatre Buildings At Risk(TBAR).2012
July 27 Squatters are evicted from Hippdrome House.2013
April 21 The Argus website carries a story about an £18m scheme to convert theHippodrome into  an eight-screen cinema.
October 11 Planning case officer Adrian Smith advises Indigo, the agent for KuigProperty Investments (No 6), that the city does not need another theatre.
October 18-19 A public exhibition about the proposed development is held in theyard at the back of the Hippodrome at 16:00-21:00 on Friday and 10:00-14:00 onSaturday, ‘with good access routes to promote attendance from a wide and variedaudience’. A total of 212 attendances are reported across both days.
October 20 Gavin Henderson, principal of the Central School of Speech and Dramaand former director of the Brighton Festival, convenes a meeting at the Friends’Meeting House. The packed hall hears presentations for and against the proposedcinema development.
December 15 Planning application to convert the Hippodrome and HippodromeHouse into an eight-screen cinema and four restaurants developed by Alaska issubmitted by Indigo on behalf of Kuig Proerty Investments (No 6) but is rejected byBHCC as incomplete.2014
February 8 First meeting of Our Brighton Hippodrome (OBH) attracts over 30 people.
April 22 OBH sends an outline of its proposals for restoration of the Hippodrome as alive performance venue to the BHCC planning officer, as requested.
April 30 BHCC commissions a report from the District Valuer Service (DVS) about theviablity of theatre and casino options but not cinema. 
May 24 Our Brighton Hippodrome (OBH) is formally constituted as anunincorporated not-for-profit community association.
July 9 OBH nominates the Hippodrome for listing by BHCC as an asset of communityvalue (ACV) and makes a freedom of information request to see the District ValuerService’s report
July 16 BHCC planning committee discusses the Alaska planning applications. Thevoting is eight in favour and three against with one abstention on the full planningapplication, eight in favour and four against the listed building consent. The chair’sproposal to defer is turned down on protocol grounds.
July 22 BHCC formally notifies the National Planning Casework Unit (NPCU) of theLPA’s decision of being minded to grant the Listed Building Consent. The OBHpetition with 11,584 signatories, requesting restoration as a live perfomance venueis mentioned.   
July 28 The NPCU directs BHCC not to grant permission [the reference number in thedirection is to the full planning application] without specific authorisation from theSecretary of State.
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Appendix BMatcham theatres
By our reckoning Frank Matcham designed 64 theatres and remodelled afurther 57 (some sources say as many as 200). Of these only 32 are stillstanding, 10 in London and 22 in the provinces, but according to the FrankMatcham Society, barely two dozen survive. Many were listed c1972 afterdevelopers tried to demolish yet another FM theatre; the GLC intervened andother local authorities followed suit.‘His theatres are particularly notable for their exuberant interiors—he wasquite prepared to mix architectural styles, from Tudor strapwork to rococopanels, military insignia to classical statuary. They also set new standards inproviding good sightlines and high safety standards, with the inclusion offeatures such as fireproof construction, adequate emergency lighting andready means of exit. Matcham’s work proved extremely popular with thepublic, and its opulence and flair continues to enthral audiences today.’—English Heritage
Surviving buildings designed by Frank Matcham

Still in (potential) use as performance venues

Aberdeen: His Majesty’s Theatre (1904-06), theatre by FM. Refurbished 1999.Historic Scotland Category A (listed 1973). Seats 1,400+. 
Aberdeen: Tivoli (1872), variety theatre remodelled by FM (1909); bingo1966-1997, partially re-opened as theatre 2013. Historic Scotland CategoryA (listed 1967).
Blackpool: Grand Theatre (1894), theatre by FM; bought by Theatre Trust(website), helped by Friends of…, restored. Arts Council Lottery Fund gave£680,000 and English Heritage £63,000 in 1995; Glorious Grand Appealraised £250,000 in 2001. Grade II* (listed 1972).
Brighton: Hippodrome (1897), former ice-skating rink, remodeled by FM(1901/02); bingo 1965-2007. Currently unused. Grade II* (listed 1985).
Eastbourne: Devonshire Park Theatre (1884), interior remodeled by FM(1903), still intact and in use. Grade II (listed 1981).
Glasgow: King’s Theatre (1903-04) by FM. Now a receiving theatre operatedby Ambassador Theatre Group. Historic Scotland Category A (listed 1970).
Lancaster: Grand Theatre (1792), alterations by FM (1897), rebuilt (1908). Inuse. Grade II (listed 1974).
London: Coliseum (1902-04), grand theatre by FM for Oswald Stoll. Now thehome of English National Opera. Grade II* (listed 1960).
London: Hackney Empire (1901), variety theatre by FM for Oswald Stoll;television studio in 1950s, then bingo, then restored as theatre. Grade II*(listed 1972).
London: Hippodrome (1895-1900), three block with pub and shops; theatreuntil 1951, later night club, cabaret (Talk of the Town), now a casino. GradeII (listed 1970).
London: Old Vic (1816-18), theatre remodeled by FM (1922-27). Formertemporary home of the National Theatre company. Now a major producinghouse. Grade II* (listed 1951).
London: Palladium (1910), variety theatre by FM. Now owned by ReallyUseful Company. Grade II* (listed 1972).
London: Shepherd’s Bush Empire (1903), theatre by FM; later BBC Television
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Theatre. Now a music venue. Grade II (listed 1981).
London: Victoria Palace (1911), variety theatre by FM for Alfred Butt. Nowowned by Delfont Mackintosh Theatres, used for big musicals. Grade II*(listed 1972).
Newcastle upon Tyne: Theatre Royal (1837), remodeled 1901 by FM. Now areceiving theatre. Grade I (listed 1954).
Nottingham: Theatre Royal (1865), remodeled by FM (1897-98) and later.Grade II (listed 1972).
Portsmouth: New Theatre Royal (1856, 1884), reconstructed by FM 1900;recently restored. Grade II* (listed 1969).
Richmond-upon-Thames: Richmond Theatre (1899), theatre by FM. Now areceiving theatre, operated by Ambassador Theatre Group. Grade II* (listed1972).
Southsea: The Kings Theatre (1907), theatre by FM. Recently restored and inuse. Grade II* (listed 1976).
Not in theatre use

Colchester: Hippodrome Theatre (1889), theatre by FM, reconstructed 1905by J W Start as the Grand Theatre. Currently a night club but capable ofrestoration as a theatre. Grade II (listed 1985).
Glasgow: Olympia Theatre (1911), variety theatre, interior by FM; latecinema; planning permission to demolish 2003, fire 2004. Restored aslibrary and boxing gym. Historic Scotland Category B (listed 1977).
Harrogate: Royal Hall (1903), concert hall by FM and Robert Beale.’ renovated2005-08 as conference centre, performance hall and theatre. Grade II*(listed 1975).
Liverpool: Olympia (1903), former circus/music hall by FM; ‘well preservedexample’ of FM’s work. Cinema 1930, bingo 1964-1982 and 1987-1990.Renovated for concerts and events (boxing, wrestling, dance). Grade II*(listed 1975).
Most recent loss

Glasgow: Coliseum (1903-05), damaged by fire 2009 and demolished.
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Appendix COBH Business Group
David Fisher was editor of the international media business/technologyjournal Screen Digest for 39 years, a government advisor on film and screenmedia, consultant to two government departments on cinema data,postgraduate-level lecturer in European cultural policy at the University ofWarwick, and represented UK interests in the European Audiovisual Obser -vatory. Now a local and media historian, author of Cinema-by-Sea: Film and
cinema in Brighton & Hove since 1896. He is a trustee of the Regency Society.
Liz Hall has been the Executive Director of Carousel, the award-winninglearning disability arts organisation, for 12 years. In her earlier career she wasa stage manager, designer and company manager for a number of productionsand theatre companies and did development work for the Grace Eyre Founda -tion. She is a member of the Brighton & Hove Arts & Creative IndustriesCommission, a trustee of the Speak Out advocacy service and of KomediaProductions.
Peter Morris is a theatre consultant and historian with extensive experiencein theatre management. He was appointed the first Industrial Officer at theTheatre Managers Association in 1989 and held that post at the TMA and itsrenamed successor the Society of London Theatres (SOLT)/UK TheatreAssociation for almost 20 years..
John Muir is an architect whose practice has a long history of work in thecommercial theatre and entertainment sector, including extended periodshandling the building works of Andrew Lloyd Webber's Really Useful Group,Stoll Moss Theatres and the Ambassador Theatre Group. The practice alsoacted for eight years as house architects for the Tussauds Group. He was atrustee of The Theatres Trust from 1995 to 2004.
Steve Pavey was Finance and Business Director at the University of Sussex for10 years. He is honorary treasurer/trustee of a number of charities, includingthe West Pier Trust for which he managed funding of the i360 tourist attrac -tion to be built on the Brighton seafront. He was on the board of the GardnerArts Centre for many years and is chair of the Actors of Dionysus and joint-chair of the Clifton Montpelier & Powis Community Alliance. He is keen onbringing the discipline of good corporate governance into the charity world.
Michael Reese has over 50 years experience as a stage, production andtechnical manager with an MA in theatre design and technology from theUniversity of South Carolina, where he was an adjunct professor (also at theUniversity of Central Florida). He is an accredited international lightingdesigner. He was senior technician at the University of Warwick Arts Centre1977-1988 and theatre consultant to the architects of 13 projects, includingThe Place (Euston), Adeline Genée Theatre (East Grinstead) and the WaltDisney Amphitheater (Orlando, Florida). 
Dr Helen Walker is an independent policy consultant working to supportsustainable communities with a background in local authority planning policy.Currently a lecturer in planning at the University of Brighton, she has heldacademic appointments at the universities of Westminster, UCL, Leeds andPortsmouth. She is a special consultant to DCLG’s Select Committee. She is amember of the National Committee of the Civic Trust Awards and a trustee ofthe Regency Society and of Fabrica Gallery, Brighton.

The Our Brighton Hippodrome
Business Group produced this
report. Its work was withheld

from the elected members and
the District Valuer Service by
Brighton & Hove City Council

on the grounds that it was not
by a professional body. . .
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Appendix DOBH commentary on JAAviability report
This commentary in different form was included in Our BrightonHippodrome’s submission to BHCC about the Alaska planning application.
1  Background‘Subject to the satisfactory resolutionof the concerns identified in the pre-application advice, the Council haveindicated support in principle for thedevelopment and restoration of thesite along the lines proposed.’

The pre-application advice referred to
the need to establish ‘beyond
reasonable doubt’ that this is the only
credible option. However, it also
dismissed the need for another theatre
(see 2.4.7ff).‘This report is supplementary to thereport by Alaska DevelopmentConsultants dated September 2013titled ‘The Brighton Hippodrome Restoration & Dukes Lane Regenera -tion: Viability Report. In this report,we have added to that report torespond to concerns raised by theCouncil, rather than repeated itscontents.’

This earlier report was not included in
the planning application and has not
been seen, so we cannot judge the
nature of the Alaska report or the
brief to J Ashworth Associates.

3. The Building CostsTheatre with 1500 seats: £21.0mTheatre with 1300 seats: £17.6mTheatre with 1127 seats: £16.4mCinema: £13.4m
These figures are arbitrary. OBH plans
a theatre with 1,550 seats at a cost of
£15m+. The JAA costs are based on
unreliable methodology of a cost per
seat of around £14,000. The cost for
cinema building does not indicate
clearly what is included and conflicts
with other figures in the report.‘The 1500 seat theatre ... is onlypossible with the use of a muchsmaller seat unit than the cinematype. The architects are doubtful thatit would be acceptable under modernBuilding and Fire Regulations.’
Theatre seats are conventionally
narrower than cinema seats and are
perfectly acceptable under current
regulations. Seating in excess of 1,500
is possible.

‘Our research indicates that suchpublic support is extremely unlikelyin today’s economic climate, whichwould make it unreasonable to defera planning decision on the future ofthe Hippodrome in the hope of futurechanges in direction by the majorfunding bodies.’

This does not accord with our own
contacts with funding bodies, which
suggests that money could be
available. Nor is there evidence that
circumstances may not change in the
short term. This is designed to apply
pressure to BHCC for a quick
determination.

4. Public Subsidy or Private Sponsorship
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‘The City Council has no fundsavailable for investment in theHippodrome. This was confirmed in aletter from the Assistant ChiefExecutive to Mr Gavin Hendersondated 17 October 2013, in which shewrites: “. . . What I can say withcertainty at this point is that therereally is no chance that there wouldbe any public funding locally eitherfrom the Local Authority or fromthe Arts Council . . . ” In more recentdirect correspondence with us, sherepeats “I think it extremely unlikelythat there would be public fundingavailable from sources such as theArts Council, Heritage Lottery Fundor the City Council for any refurbish -ment plans for the Hippodrome.”Our own research and enquiries ofthe main providers of grant aidsupport this view.’

We have no idea on what authority
the BHCC Assistant Chief Executive
asserts that no funds will be available
from the Arts Council or Heritage
Lottery Fund. Our own research does
not confirm this. 

4.2 Heritage Lottery Fund‘Brighton’s Hippodrome is mostunlikely to qualify. Priority under thescheme will be given to projects thatare located within areas of the UKexperiencing economic disadvantage.Furthermore, it is expected thatfunded projects will support aneconomic use that creates sufficientrevenue to provide a reasonablereturn for the owner/developer andprovide enough income to pay forongoing maintenance and repair ofthe heritage asset once the develop -ment is completed. Even with a £5msubsidy, theatre use of the Hippo -drome could not fulfil thatrequirement.‘We understand also that the CityCouncil’s priority for Heritage Lot -tery Funding is targeted at a futurevision for the Royal Pavilion Estate;the Royal Pavilion and Museums andBrighton Dome and Brighton Festivalwill be seeking funding from the HLFfor a grant in 2014.’

These statements are unsupported by
evidence that the Hippodrome would
not qualify for HLF funding. They also
fail to understand the nature of
portfolio funding (see 8.9).

The City Council’s applications to
HLF need not preclude an application
for the Hippodrome, in which the
council has no involvement. However,
this perceived competition for HLF
funding probably explains BHCC’s
opposition to the restoration of the
Hippodrome as a theatre, about which
the developer has clearly been briefed.

4.5 Private patronage‘...no offers have been forthcoming todate of which we are aware, despite awell-publicised local campaign tofind a development solution thatpreserves use of the building as atheatre.’
There had been one semi-private
meeting and no local campaign at
that stage until the one now being
conducted by OBH began over two
months later. It could not therefore be
assumed that patronage or sponsor -
ship would not emerge.
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6 Viability of Theatre Use
6.1 Theatres in Brighton1‘Theatre Royal Brighton: open formore than 200 years, this 900 seattheatre attracts 350,000 visitors peryear to a programme which includesfamily shows, musicals and drama.’

The seating capacity of the Theatre
Royal is officially 952 but 95 of these
are in line with pillars and 105 have
an otherwise restricted sightline,
leaving a workable total of 752.‘Brighton Dome . . . hosts over 600events per year, for audiences of upto 2,000.‘The Pavilion Theatre with acapacity of 240 seats.’
The seating capacity of the Dome is
1,700 (or 1,860 part-standing) and
not 2,000.

The Pavilion Theatre has been
called the Studio Theatre since 2012.‘The Brighton Centre: one of Europe’slargest multi-purpose venues hostingconferences, concerts, exhibitionsand fares [sic], with 5,000 seats.’
The seating capacity of the Brighton
Centre is 4,450, not 5,000.

1 The accurate seatingcapacities are taken from thevenues’ own information.

‘...the investigation into the future ofthe Apollo Theatre in Brighton.’ We guess this means the Astoria
Cinema (there has never been an
Apollo Theatre in Brighton) and that
this unreferenced research is that
carried out by Bonnar Keenlyside for
Yes/No Productions, written no later
than 2007. It is inappropriate to quote
uncredited research conducted more
than six years earlier about a different
building, in a different part of the city,
in different market circumstances
about an unrelated property.‘The following gaps in the marketwere identified: A large- scale lyrictheatre to take West End musical ontour (1800-3000 capacity)’.
Two pages further on, the report
quotes the average theatre capacity
from the Touring Theatre Survey
2011/12 (no source cited) as 1,100.‘A smaller theatre of 1100 seatswould duplicate what Brightonalready has.’ No it wouldn’t as even that would be
150-350 seats more than the Theatre
Royal. And this again incorrectly
assumes that 1,100 is the maximum
capacity of a restored Hippodrome.
OBH’s planned potential capacity in
excess of 1,500 is a clear gap in the
market, suited to all but the very
largest touring productions.

6.2 The Hippodrome: Constraints‘The Ambassador Theatre Group ...confirmed that what is needed is avenue capable of taking the largeWest End musicals on tour, but theHippodrome’s stage is too small, thefly tower is not adequate and amaximum of 1500 seats is notenough. Ideally, Brighton needs alyric theatre with 2000 seats; theHippodrome cannot fill the gap in theexisting venue mix.’

We understand this is a mis-stating of
ATG’s position. Even if ‘ideally’ a
2,000-seat theatre is desirable, this
does not mean that one with more
than 1,500 seats is unsustainable and
fails to fill the gap in the market.
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6.3 Theatre Investment in the Hippodrome

This is not ATG’s position. We
understand ATG was not consulted.
The Hippodrome is seen as comple -
mentary to the Theatre Royal, which is
a much smaller theatre.‘There would be no realistic prospectof a theatre with such a profilegenerating sufficient surpluses tomake a financial contribution to therestoration of the BrightonHippodrome.’
The cinema proposition is based on
the symbiosis of cinema, catering,
drinks and confectionery. Cinemas
conventionally make more from sales
of popcorn, confectionery and drinks
than from the film screenings. As
theatre prices are higher than those
for cinemas by a substantial order of
magnitude, this cursory dismissal of
the theatre option has no credibility.

7. Viability of Cinema Use
7.1 Cinemas in Brighton‘Cineworld is an 8 screen cinemalocated on the seafront close toBrighton Pier.’ No, it’s in the Brighton Marina

complex, a mere 2½ miles away. A
glaring error that suggests the writer
of the report has not even visited
Brighton. Such errors seriously under -
mine the credibility of the report.‘Both multiplexes were built in the1980s and appear dated by moderndesign standards.’ More sloppy research. Kingswest (then
the Top Rank Suite) opened in 1966;
the first Odeon cinemas opened in
1973.  Cineworld opened as the MGM
Cinemas in 1991.

It could be said that most buildings
in the city look dated. This is irrele -
vant unless the proposal were to
replace either or both cinemas. (We
could not possibly comment on the
suggestion that Vue Entertainment is
seeking to put the Odeon out of
business!)

7.2 Industry Trends‘The non-multiplex sector continuesto be in slow decline, ...’ Not so. Current trends are discussed in
detail at 6.3 on page 40.

‘... with digital projection proving thelast nail in the coffin of some ofthem.’ The exact opposite is true. The growth
in non-multiplex screens can be
attributed directly to the avail ability
of digital technology at lower prices.
See 6.3.4 on page 40.
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7.3 Demand for Cinemas in Brighton Data about travel time is arbitrary
and ill-defined and 20 minutes’ drive-
time even more so. (According to
Google Maps, the drive time from
Kingston Lane, Southwick to
Cineworld at Brighton Marina is 20
minutes.) Consequently, the popula -
tion data within a 20-minute drive-
time of the Hippodrome is highly
suspect.‘Brighton’s ratio is some 2,500people per screen more than thenational average, suggesting anundersupply of screens in the area.’
Only on the questionable data given. If
measured against actual population
data for the City of Brighton & Hove
(plus Shoreham, Southwick,
Peacehaven—a total of 312,000), the
average population per screen
(16,420) is marginally below the
national average (16,565). Even this is
misleading, however, as the national
population is not evenly distributed.

A more reliable alternative analysis,
based on the population of com -
parable cities, suggests that Brighton
& Hove is indeed under- screened.
Cambridge, another university town,
has 20 screens but only half the
population of Brighton & Hove. Hull,
with a similar-sized population, has
29 screens.

However, In this instance sites are
more important than screens as they
are a measure of the distance from a
cinema location, whereas screens is a
measure of choice on arival at the
location. Brighton has more cinema
sites per thousand population than
Hull.

We contend that a new multiplex
cinema in Hove—in the Hove station
area development or in the neigh -
bourhood of King Alfred (the latter
first proposed in 19972)—would have
a more positive impact on the city’s
entertainment provision.

2 David Fisher: Cinema-by-
Sea: 42
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Appendix EOBH commentary on theDistrict Valuer Service report
This report was commissioned by Brighton and Hove City Council on 30 April2014 and is dated 11 June 2014. The information supplied by BHCC was theJAA Viability Report, the 10-point objection to the planning application fromThe Theatres Trust (see theatrestrust.org.uk/store/assets/0000/3872/Combined_10_points.pdf) and the letter from Ambassador Theatre Grouprefuting the claim that it was not interested in the Hippodrome (see 6.3 onpage 68). Evidence from Our Brighton Hippodrome about the errors,misleading state ments and contradictions in the JAA report (see Appendix D)were withheld on the grounds that OBH is a community group and not aprofessional body (see 2.4.13-14 and Appendix C).The DVS was not asked to appraise the cinema/restaurant proposal, whichhas thus not been independently assessed. BHCC appears to have originallyintended to request appraisal of the cinema scheme (see 2.4.6).As the casino option has not been proposed, it is not considered here.
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‘I understand that the proposeddevelopment is for a 1300 seattheatre...’

Although only six pageslong, this report wasselectively summarised inthe planning officer’sreport to the electedmembers on the planningcommittee. Thiscommentary is based onthe full report.
There is no such proposal. This is
based on the spurious figure in the JAA
report. OBH’s proposal is for a 1,550-
seat theatre. All calculations based on
1,300 seats are therefore wrong.‘The Brighton Dome is the main civictheatre with 1,856 seats.’ It is a concert hall with 1,700 seats. It
can accommodate 1,860 part-
standing.

‘I have not included the Komedia inthis appraisal...’ The Komedia is not comparable with
the Hippodrome, so is irrelevant.

‘I have had regard to confidentialtrading information for Theatres inBrighton and London . . . I have notreferred to any other professionaladvice or opinion in the preparationof this report.’
Because no sources are identified it is
not possible to say whether they were
relevant or appropriate. Certainly, no
other theatre in Brighton would be
able to provide relevant comparable
information.

‘I estimate that utilisation [of theDome] is well below 50%.’ During the 2013/14 financial year the
occupancy rate for the Concert Hall
was officially 88 per cent. Across all
three venues in the Dome complex the
occupancy rate was 74 per cent, with
another eight per cent accounted for
by get-ins and maintenance (see
2.4.18).

‘I am aware that the Gardner ArtsCentre at the University of Sussexclosed in 2007 and attempts toreopen as the Attenborough Centrefor Creative Arts has [sic] so far notbeen successful.’
The Gardner Arts Centre was never a
purely commercial venture but a
subsidised arts facility funded jointly
by the Arts Council and the university.
It is scheduled to re-open in February
2015 and is irrelevant for comparison.
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‘Estimated annualprofit/loss: -£249,890’ This is entirely fictitious, based on
arbitrary parameters that were in -
tended to mislead. Simply substituting
OBH’s estimated admissions, based on
a 1,550-seat capacity, and average
ticket price into this model produces a
profit of £2.54m.

The planning officer’s summary of
the DV report for councillors did not
state that the estimated annual loss
was specifically after three years’
trading.

Our
Brighton

’Estimated Admissions: 145,600 pa’ For a 1,300-seat theatre this implies
the equivalent of 112 full houses or,
spread over 42 weeks of the year and
1.2 shows per day (353 perfor man -
ces), an average seat occupancy of 32
per cent. This is half the rule-of-thumb
average and far too low.‘Average ticket price: £18.’ This is very low for the type of shows
that would be staged at the Hippo -
drome. We have used a still highly
conservative figure of £22 (see 7.5)—
22 per cent higher.[Further costings] We have no way of assessing these as
sources are not given and terms used
are vague and unexplained. Senior
theatre managements consulted by
OBH do not recognise this model.

‘This performance is based onestimates derived from theatres andother trade related occupations. Ithas been prepared without actualforecasts and other essentialinformation.’
In other words, this is pure, uninfor -
med guesswork and has no credibility.
It appears to be based on operating as
a producing theatre,. which has not
been proposed. For our estimates
based on industry norms, see Table
7.2. We have no idea what other ‘trade
related occupations’ could be relevant. ‘I have also considered the prospectsas a “presenting” theatre (i.e. byproviding the accommodation to aproduction company in return for afee.) but there is adequate supply oftheatres in Brighton for this pur po -ses and, as I have already indicated,there is no evidence of demand foradditional theatre space.’

There is only one receiving (or presen -
ting) theatre in Brighton: the Theatre
Royal, which is of considerably smaller
size than the Hippodrome. No other
venue comes close in size. That does
not constitute an adequate supply.

There is a subsequent mention of
there being no demand for additional
theatre space in the report. This is
completely unsubstantiated and
without evidence.
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‘c) I estimate to be commerciallyviable a theatre with 1800 seatswould require more than 1.7 fullhouses per week (3048 full priceticket sales) or 2.34 full houses for1300 seats. There is no evidence tosupport this level of custom inBrighton.’

There has never been a proposal for
an 1,800-seat theatre. This was the
figure erroneously cited and then self-
contradicted by JAA as the minimum
needed for a lyric receiving theatre.
The calculations are therefore wrong
and there is no evidence that there isnot this level of custom.‘d) I also considered whether anadditional theatre in Brighton wouldgenerate additional custom forBrighton as a theatre destinationlocation and thus would make thistheatre proposal commerciallyviable. There is no evidence tosupport such a contention. Indeed,the Hippodrome at Leicester Square,surrounded by West End theatres,indicates that the opposite is thecase. In my opinion, a concentrationof theatres cannot reliably contributeto commercial success.’

Nor is there evidence to prove ordisprove this contention. Citing the
London Hippodrome again is a
complete red herring and proves
nothing. The agglomeration effect in
the rest of the West End, currently
with 90-95 per cent seat occupancy,
proves the exact opposite. The District
Valuer’s opinion (for it is clearly no
more than that) is based on false
premisses.

If the cinema proposition had been
appraised, as it should have been, it
would have shown that another
cinema would certainly not generate
any additional custom. As there is no
gain from cinema, why does there
have to be for theatre (even though
there would be)?

‘e) The Gardner Arts Centre . . . hasbeen unable to attract custom . . .’ This is irrelevent (see above).

The Theatres Trust‘I have had regard to the commentsmade by The Theatres Trust dated17th April.  . . . In my opinion theseproposals for Theatre use would notbe commercially viable for thefollowing reasons:a) The space is similar to BrightonDome which only operates with theassistance of a Council subsidy.’

The Theatres Trust, as the statutory
body, knows much more about theatre
than the district valuer, so this is
presumptuous. More to the point, this
is irrelevant. The ‘Dome’ in this
context is a concert hall, not a theatre.
The Hippodrome would operate on a
purely commercial basis and would
not rely on subsidy.‘b) The Hippodrome at LeicesterSquare London is similar in size andeven with West End custom wasunable to remain commerciallyviable as a performance venue.’
The coincidence in the name is a silly
basis for comparison. This betrays
deep ignorance of the history of both
that Hippodrome and the current
state of West End theatregoing. The
Hippodrome has had a varied career
as a night club (Talk of the Town),
saloon, cabaret and casino since 1951.
Why was this chosen for comparison?
Birmingham, Bristol, Great Yarmouth
and Todmorden Hippodromes are all
surviving and successful theatres in
their varied ways.
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